




































































the Strait of Magellans. Carbon14 ages and paleomagnetic chronology indicate that core
MD073128coversthelast60kyrBP.Itshighsedimentationratesallowtodepictmillennial





that glacial temperatures were ca. 7 °C colder than early Holocene SST values. Substantial




water supply, at least during the LGM. An increase in the relatively abundances of C37:4
alkenones, aproxy for low salinitywaters, support the ideaof largemeltwater inputduring
this time interval. On millennialscale time scales, changes in marine plankton productivity
were also recorded. An increase in the siliceous plankton community over the calcareous
characterized the colder intervalswhile during thewarmer ones this patternwas reversed.
ThesemarineproductivitychangescanbeassociatedwithanorthwardshiftoftheSouthern
Ocean fronts and the opal belt during glacial cold periods and/or changes in the nutrient
advection consistent with our lower planktonic foraminiferal 13C data. Interestingly, the
siliceouscommunitywascomparativelyloweraroundtheLGMsuggestingareducedbiological
productivityprobablydue toenhancedmeltwater input from the largePIS resulting inhigh
surfacewaterstratification.
During theHolocene, cores JPC42 andMD073124 showno evidence for an early
HoloceneclimateoptimumaspreviouslydescribedfortheChileancontinentalmarginfurther
north.Incontrast,SSTwerewarmerthanpresentduringmostoftheHoloceneexceptforthe
prominent cooling centered at 5 kyr BP and the cooling trend recorded in the latest
Holocene. The absence of an early Holocene warm phase in the inner fjord has been














Other glacier advances, (e.g., A5) occurred during warmer phases like the globally known
MedievalWarmPeriod (MWP). Taken together, these results show that glacier advances, in
very humid and westerly wind influenced mountain range areas, are driven by a strong
increaseinaccumulationmassbalanceandonlybyminortemperaturechanges.
During the latestHolocene,on theotherhand,a coolingofca. 2 °Cwas recorded.
ThecomparisonwithpreviouslypublishedhighresolutionSSTrecordsfromtheChileanmargin











Die chilenische Fjordregion bietet eine einzigartige Gelegenheit, frühere  ozeanographische
undökologischeVeränderungen zu studieren, da siedie einzige Landmasse inder südlichen
Hemisphäre darstellt, die von den global bedeutenden südhemisphärischen Westwinden
(SHW) ganzjährig beeinflusst wird.  Es wurden drei Sedimentkerne aus der chilenischen
Fjordregion und des angrenzenden südöstlichen Pazifiks verwendet, um frühere
TemperaturschwankungenderMeeresoberflächeundihreBeziehungzuKlimaveränderungen
während des größten Teils der letzten Eiszeit und dem Holozän zu untersuchen. Der
Sedimentkern MD073128 wurde bei etwa 53°S vor dem pazifischen Eingang der
Magellanstraßegewonnen.Das 14CAlterunddiepaläomagnetischeChronologiezeigen,dass
derKernMD073128Sedimentabfolgender letzten rund60.000 Jahreumfasst. Seinehohen
Sedimentationsraten erlauben die detaillierte Analyse von Veränderungen der
Wasseroberflächentemperaturen  (SST) und der Paläoproduktivität in dieser Zeitspanne. Die
weiteren SedimentkerneMD073124 und JPC42 stammenhingegen aus den Fjorden in der
RegiondesCanalConcepciónundCanalWide,beica.51°Sundca.50°S.MitHilfedieserKerne
wurden die ersten PaläoSST Datensätze aus den chilenischen Fjorden für das gesamte
Holozänserstellt.
AlkenonbasierendeSSTDatendesamKontinentalhanggelegenenKernsMD073128
(53°S) zeigen, dass die Temperaturenwährend der letzten Eiszeit bis zu ca. 7°C niedrigerals
währenddesfrühenHolozänswaren.ErheblicheSSTSchwankungenvon23°CimJahrtausend
Zeitbereich charakterisieren die letzte Eiszeit. Darüber hinaus lässt sich eine längerfristige
Tendenz zurAbkühlungerkennen,diewährenddes letztenglazialenMaximums (LGM) ihren
Höhepunkt fand. Diese regionale Abkühlung steht in Zusammenhang mit der Nähe der
Bohrlokation zum patagonischen Eisschild (PIS) und der damit verbundenen Menge an
Schmelzwasser insbesondere während des LGMs. Eine Erhöhung der relativen Häufigkeiten
von C37:4 Alkenonen, charakteristisch für niedrigere Salzgehalte, bekräftigte die Idee großer
SchmelzwasserzufuhrwährenddieserZeitspanne.AufidentischenZeitskalenwurdenebenfalls
VeränderungenderProduktivitätdesmarinenPlanktonserfasst.EineErhöhungderAnteiledes
kieselsäurehaltigen Planktons gegenüber dem kalkhaltigen Plankton charakterisiert die
kälterenPerioden,währendPeriodenderErwärmungeinumgekehrtesMuster zeigen.Diese
Produktivitätsänderungen deuten auf eine substanzielle Verschiebung der Südozeanfronten
und des “opal belt“ während der eiszeitlichen Kälteperioden hin. Dieser Befund steht im
Einklang mit Kohlenstoffisotopendaten (13C) an planktonischen Foraminiferen , die auf
Änderungen des Nährstofftransports hindeuten. Interessanterweise war der Anteil des
kieselsäurehaltigen Planktons während des LGM vergleichsweise kleiner, was auf eine
reduzierte biologische Produktivität vermutlichwegen des erhöhten Schmelzwasserzuflusses
vomPISundderdamitverbundenenWassermassenStratifizierungzurückzuführenist.
Während des Holozäns zeigen die Sedimentkerne GPA42 und MD073124 keine
AnzeichenfüreinklimatischesOptimumdesfrühenHolozänswiezuvorfürdenweiternördlich
gelegenen chilenischen Kontinentalrand beschrieben. Die Oberflächentemperaturen waren
während großer Teile des Holozäns sogar höher als heutzutage, außer während einer




inneren Fjordbereich kann mit vielen Faktoren in Verbindung gebracht werden, wie
vermindertem Zufluss von relativ warmenOberflächenwasser des offenen Ozeans aufgrund
einesniedrigerenMeeresspiegels,verstärkteAdvektionvonkälteremundrelativsalzärmeren
Wasser des inneren Fjordes, stärkeren Westwinden sowie regional verminderter
Sonneneinstrahlung. Die Tatsache, dass Alkenone im Sedimentkern GPA42 des inneren
Fjordbereichs (in derNähe des südlichen patagonischen Eisfeldes) nur in Schichten älter als




MD073124 und verschiedenen ProxyDaten für Gletscherschwankungen bieten zusätzliche
Einblicke in die Antriebsmechanismen für die Veränderung der Gletscher in der südlichsten
AndenregionenwährenddesHolozäns.DieseBefundezeigen,dasssichdieGletscherausdem
südlichen patagonischen Eisfeldern auch dann vorstießen, wenn die lokalen
Oberflächenwassertemperaturen relativ hoch waren. Die hauptsächliche Ausbreitung der
GletscherverstößeA6A1erfolgtenurteilweisewährendderlokalenAbkühlungsperioden(z.B.,
A2 und A6). Andere Gletscherverstöße (z.B. A5) erfolgten dagegen während der wärmeren
Phasen,wie z.B. derweltweit bekanntenmittelalterlichenWärmeperiode (MWP). Insgesamt
zeigen diese Ergebnisse, dass die Ausbreitung von Gletschern in sehr feuchten und von
Westwinden beeinflussten Gebirgsregionen durch erhöhte Niederschläge und nur geringe
Temperaturschwankungenverursachtwerden.
Andererseits wurde während des jüngsten Holozäns eine Abkühlung von ca. 2°C
gemessen. Der Vergleich mit bisher veröffentlichten hochaufgelösten Messungen der




und GeoB 7186; 44°S) ergaben die Messungen der Abkühlung eine wesentlich geringere









La región de los fiordos Chilenos ofrece oportunidades únicas para estudiar cambios
oceanográficosyclimáticosenelpasadodebidoaquees laúnicaáreaenelHemisferioSur
que intercepta los vientos de deriva del oeste (westerlies) que tienen una importancia
climática global. Tres testigos de sedimentomarino extraídos desde la regiónde los fiordos
ChilenosydelocéanoPacíficosurorientalfueronutilizadosparaestudiarlasvariacionesdela
temperatura superficial del mar (sea surface temperature; SST) y su relación con cambios
climáticosocurridosduranteelúltimoperiodoglacialyelHoloceno.EltestigoMD073128fue
obtenido a los 53°S desde la entrada pacífica del Estrecho de Magallanes. Las edades
radiocarbono y la cronología paleomagnética indican que el testigo MD073128 cubre los
últimos60mil añosantesdelpresente (thousandof yearsbefore thepresent; kyrBP).  Sus
altastasasdesedimentaciónpermitendiscutircambiosenSSTyproductividadmarinaaescala
detiempodemilenios.LostestigosMD073124yJPC42,porotraparte,fueronrecuperadosa
los 51°S y 50° desde el canal Concepción y canal Wide, respectivamente. Estos testigos
fueronutilizadosparareconstruirelprimerregistrocontinuodeSSTduranteelHoloceno.
LaSSTderivadadelasalquenonaseneltestigoMD073128,eltestigomásaustralde
este estudio,  revela que durante el último período glacial la SST fue ca. 7°Cmás fría que
duranteelHolocenotemprano.Elúltimoperíodoglacialfuecaracterizadoporunavariabilidad
enSSTde2–3°Cenescalademilenios.Ladeglaciación,porotraparte,fuecaracterizadaporun
fuerte calentamiento de 7°C. Un enfriamiento regional que culmina cerca del último glacial




sugeridoqueun aumento en su abundancia reflejaría un incremento en el aporte de aguas
bajas en salinidad. Este testigo también muestra que a escala de milenios se produjeron
importantescambiosenlacomunidadplantónica.Unincrementoenlacomunidadsilíceapor
sobre los calcareos caracterizó los períodosmás fríos, en cambio durante los períodosmás
cálidos, este patrón fue inverso. El incremento en la comunidad silícea (principalmente
diatomeas)enlosperíodosmásfríospodríaestarrelacionadoaunamigracióndelosfrentes
oceánicosque rodean laAntarctica, incluyendounamigraciónhacia el nortedel “opal belt”
(unáreadegranexportacióndeópalo),oacambiosen laadveccióndenutrientes,como lo
sugierelosbajosvaloresdeisótoposdecarbono(13C)medidosenforaminíferosplantónicos.






paleotemperatura localizados más al norte en el margen Chileno. Por el contrario, las SST






los fiordos chilenos ha sido asociado a una combinación de factores incluyendo un menor
aportedelasaguasoceánicasdebidoaunbajoniveldelmar,unincrementoenelaportede
aguasfríasyfrescasprovenientede losfiordos, fuerteswesterliesy/ounadisminuciónen la
insolaciónde verano. El hechodeque las alquenonas no estuviesenpresentes en el testigo




Una comparación de los datos de SST del testigo MD073124 con indicadores
terrestres de aporte de arcilla glacial en Patagonia, otorga adicionales señales de los
mecanismosquefuerzancambiosenlaactividaddelosglaciaresenelsurdeChileduranteel
Holoceno.EstosregistrosmuestranquelosglaciaresdecampodeHieloSuravanzaronincluso












41°S yGeoB7186; 43°S) este enfriamiento tieneuna amplitudmasbaja comparada con las
altasamplitudesregistradasenelfiordoJacaf(PC33;44°S)asícomotambiénenlostestigos
localizadosdentrodelosfiordos(JPC42yMD073124),loquesugiereunaamplificacióndela
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4.4 Holocene changes of the Southern Westerlies on centennial to multi

















































































The Chilean continental margin offers unique opportunities to study Southern
HemispherepaleoenvironmentalchangesduringtheHoloceneandthelastglacialasit
covers a large latitudinal range from 20°S to 55°S (Fig. 11). Climatically these
latitudes include an extreme gradient in precipitation from the hyperarid Atacama
Desert in the north, across the winterrain climate of central Chile, to yearround
rainfallinthesouthreachingtheworldwidehighestprecipitationamountsoutsidethe
tropics (of up to >10 m/year; Schneider et al., 2003). Rainfall in Chile is entirely
originating fromPacificmoisture related to theSouthernWesterlywindbelt (SWW).
Oceanographically,theChileanmarginisdominatedbytheHumboldtCurrentsystem
originatingfromthenorthernbranchoftheAntarcticCircumpolarCurrent(ACC)that
impinges the continent between 40°S and 45°S (Strub et al., 1998). The southern
branchflowsasthestrongCapeHornCurrent(ChaigneauandPizarro,2005)towards
theDrakePassagewhereitmixeswiththemainACCflowinvicinityoftheSubantarctic
Front (SAF) and the Antarctic Polar Front (PF) (Orsi et al., 1995). Therefore,
paleoenvironmental studies based on sediment records from the Chilean margin
provide insights intopaleoceanographicandpaleoclimaticchangesofaregionthat is
critical for a better understanding of large scale atmospheric and oceanographic
processesintheSouthernHemisphere.
During various research cruises (RV Sonne cruises SO102 (Hebbeln and
Scientists,1995),SO156(HebbelnandScientists,2001);andODPLeg201(Mixetal.,
2003),numerous surface sediment samplesand sedimentcoreswerecollected from
the Chilean margin between approximately 23°S and 44°S. Strong continental
paleoclimate variability is recorded on bothmillennial and orbital timescales in the
continental margin sediments. These changes are primarily related to shifting
precipitation patterns induced by latitudinal movements of the SWW (Lamy et al.,
1998,1999,2000,2001,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005,2008).Detailed reconstructionsof
paleoproductivityhavebeenobtainedfromtheaccumulationraterecordsofbiogenic
components (Klump et al., 2001; Hebbeln et al., 2002), while paleoceanographic
changes are well reflected in the species composition of planktic foraminifera
(Marchantetal.,1999;Hebbelnetal.,2002;MohtadiandHebbeln,2004;Mohtadiet
al., 2005)and inpaleosea surface temperatureestimatesbasedon theunsaturated
indexofalkenones(Kimetal.,2002;Lamyetal.,2002,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005,2008).
The sediment data reveal a persistent trend of increasing productivity and
overall sedimentationrates fromnorth to south,which ismainly linked to aparallel






Lamy et al., 2004;Kaiser et al., 2005, 2008), the available records reveal significant
millennial scale variability within the Holocene (Marchant et al., 1999; Lamy et al.,
2001,2002)aswellaswithinthelastglacial(Hebbelnetal.,2002;Lamyetal.,2004;
Kaiseretal.,2005).Whilesouthof30°Stheobservedvariabilitygenerally followsan
Antarctic timing (e.g., Lamy et al., 2004), there is evidence for substantial tropical
influence off northern Chile (e.g., Mohtadi and Hebbeln, 2004). For example,
investigationsofsedimentcoresobtainedfromtheChileancontinentalslopeat27°S
revealprecessiondrivenpaleoenvironmentalvariationsmarkedbyincreasedonshore
precipitationrelated to relativelynorthwardpositionsof theSWWduringprecession
maxima and vice versa (Lamy et al., 1998, 1999). These data suggest that the
northernmostmarginoftheSWWreactssensitivelytoinsolationchanges.
Up to recent years, very little information was available on
paleoenvironmental changes of the southernmost part of the Chileanmargin. Here,
withintheChileanFjordRegion,themarginiscomprisedofacontinuousseriesofdeep










(e.g., Kilian et al., 2007a, 2007b; Lamy et al., 2010) and document the postglacial
environmental history. Furthermore, various, up to 6 m long, sediment cores have
beendrilledin1991atthewesternentranceoftheStraitofMagellan(Bartoleetal.,
2000;Brambati,2000;Melisetal.,2000).However,thesecoreshavenotbeendated
in detail and the available information suggests that they are partly affected by
sedimentreworkingand/orerosion.
Also furtheroffshore in theSoutheastPacific,paleoceanographicchanges in
the Southeast Pacific sector (SEPS) of the Southern Ocean (SO) are poorly known
primarily because high resolution sediment records from this region are very scarce
(Gersonde et al., 2005;MARGO Project Members, 2009). In the SEPS, only a few
recordshavebeenretrievedaroundtheSAFbetween100°Wand120°W(Mashiotta
et al., 1999;Gersonde et al., 2005). However, new records from these region have





During the R/V Marion Dufresne cruise Pachiderme (February 2007), long
CALYPSOpiston cores havebeen recovered froma latitudinal transect between42
and 53°S. These cores include both sediment records from the inland fjords and




inshorewithin the fjords andoneoffshoreon the continentalmargin (Fig. 12.Map
fjords):
 Core JPC42 (12.5 m length), was recovered between the Europa and Penguin
fjords in theWideChannel (49°54.90’S; 74°22.65’W;904mwaterdepth)during
thePalmercruise.Thiscoreprovidesthemostinlandrecordclosesttothemodern
southernPatagonianicefield.
 Core MD073124 (22.25 m length) was retrieved from Canal Concepción
(50°30.96’S; 74°58.33’W; 564 m water depth) in 2007 during the XVMD159
PACHIDERME cruise on board R/VMarion Dufresne. This core is located in the
outerfjordregionundercomparativelystrongopenmarineinfluence.
 Core MD073128 (30.33 m length) was recovered from the upper continental
slopeoff theStraitofMagellan (52°39.57’S, 75°33.97’W;1032mwaterdepth),
likewise during the XVMD159PACHIDERME cruise on board R/V Marion
Dufresne. The core was chosen in order to obtain an offshore open Pacific
sedimentrecordextendingbackintothelastglacialperiodandbeyond.






samples from multi corers (collected in austral spring 2003 during the Japanese
BEAGLEcruiseonboardR/VMirai).
The major objectives of my PhD project were originally related to a
comparisonof the inshore fjordrecords to theopenoceancontinental sloperecord.
However, the two fjord cores JPC42 and MD073124 do not extend beyond the
Holocene,whereastheslopecoreMD073128reachesbacktoca.60kyrBPwithhigh
sedimentationratesduringthelastglacial.However,thiscorerevealsunexpectedlow
Holocene sedimentationrates and thus does not allow for a detailed comparison to



















benefitted from data sets provided by colleagues from Chile (COPAS, Concepcion),
Germany (University of Trier, IOW Warnemünde), Potsdam (GFZ) and Norway
(UniversityofBergen)thatwereintegratedinthisthesis.













Fig. 11:Mapof the SE Pacific showing previous cruises carried out in southern Chile and the
adjacent PacificOcean (colour boxes) includingRV SONNE cruises: SO102 (black) and SO156,
















present (BP), was characterized by abrupt climate and environmental changes on
millennial time scales (e.g.,NorthGreenland Ice Core Projectmembers, 2004;EPICA
CommunityMembers,2006;AhnandBrook,2008).Themostprominentexamplesof
this mode of climate variability include the large and abrupt fluctuations in the
atmospherictemperaturesrecordedbytheGreenland’sicecorerecords,thesocalled
DansgaardOeschger (DO) events (Dansgaard et al., 1984) and the abrupt iceberg
discharges documented in the polar North Atlantic region, known as Heinrich (H)
events(Heinrich,1988;Broeckeretal.,1992).
The Greenland’s DO events, also recorded in deepsea (Bond et al., 1993;
Elliot et al., 2002) and continental records (e.g., Genty et al., 2003) of the North
Atlanticregion,werecyclescharacterizedbyabruptwarmingof8–16°C,thatoccurred
within a few decades or less, followed by gradual cooling over several hundred to





region during glacial times (e.g., Broecker and Denton, 1989). Some of the coldest
intervals(Hevents)arecloselyrelatedtoenhanceddischargeoficebergsasaresultof
instabilitiesofthelargeLaurentideicesheet(MacAyeal,1993).Theseeventsseemto
havecausedaweakeningoreventshutdownof the formationof theNorthAtlantic
Deep Water by the increasing injection of low density fresh waters to the surface
ocean in the North Atlantic Region, with a consequently cooling of the ocean and
atmosphereand thus,drasticallyaffecting theoceancirculationallaround theglobe
(BroeckerandDenton,1990;GanopolskiandRahmstorf,2001).
IncontrasttothepronouncedtemperaturechangesrecordedintheNorthern
Hemisphere during the last glacial period, temperature fluctuations in the Southern
Hemisphere,bestrepresentedbyAntarcticicecorerecords,weremoregradual,with
temperature changes of the order of 1–3 °C (Blunier and Brook, 2001; EPICA
CommunityMembers, 2006) (Fig. 13). Age synchronization betweenGreenland and
Antarctic icecores throughatmosphericmethane(CH4)variationshaverevealedthat
AntarcticandGreenlandtemperaturesare linked,butnot inphase (e.g.,Blunierand





(known as Antarctic events, Aevents, and Antarctic IsotopeMaxima, AIM) and the
durationoftheDOcoldphaseoverGreenlandhasbeenobserved(EPICACommunity
Members,2006)(Fig.13).Thisasynchronybetweenhemisphereshasgivensupportto
theconceptofabipolarclimate“seesaw”, inwhichcooling intheNorth isbalanced,
via the AMOC, by warming in the South Hemisphere and viceversa (Crowley, 1992;
Broecker,1997;Blunieretal.,1998;Barkeretal.,2009).
Thetraditionalbipolar“seesaw”conceptassumedthatclimatechangesinthe
NorthHemisphere triggera response in theSouthHemisphere (e.g.,Crowley,1992).
Some evidence for a northern trigger is provided bymodeling studies showing that
increasesinfreshwaterdischargesintothepolarNorthAtlantic,orclosetotheareas
wheredeepwater formsathigh latitudes,produce instabilitiesof theAMOCand its
associated heat transport, causing cooling in the north and warming in the south,
followingthepatternpredictedbytheicecoretemperaturedata(Knuttietal.,2004).
However,detailedcomparisonsbetweenAntarcticandGreenlandtemperatureproxy
records in their synchronized age scale show that Antarctic temperature changes
precede those in Greenland by about 1,000 to 2,000 years (Blunier et al., 1998),
suggesting a southern trigger for abrupt climate changes. Moreover, both model
experiments(KnorrandLohmann,2003;Weaveretal.,2003)andproxydatafromthe
SouthernHemisphere(NinnemannandCharles,2002;Peetersetal.,2004)suggestthat
slow climate changes in the SO can influence events in the North Atlantic. These






Fig.13:Millennialscaleclimate changesduring the last glacialperiod (afterEPICACommunity
Members, 2006). Comparison of Antarctic temperature proxy records (or rather, oxygen and
deuterium isotope ratios, as proxies for temperature) of Byrd (A), Epica Droning Maud Land




Direct measurements of CO2 concentrations in Antarctic icecores reaching
back in time to about 800 kyr BP suggest a close coupling to Southern Hemisphere
temperatures throughtheclimatecarbon feedback (Fig.14a).During the lastglacial
period, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 (and of other greenhouse gases)
decreasedbyabout100partspermillionbyvolumeas recordedwidelybyAntarctic




contributing to the global cooling in the Earth. Most theories for lower glacial
atmosphericCO2concentrationrelyononeofthreemechanisms:(i)adecreaseinthe
exchangeof SouthernOcean surfacewaterswith theocean interior (Francois et al.,
1997; Toggweiler, 1999); (ii) an increase in the degree to which Southern Ocean
surfacenutrient isconsumedbyphytoplanktonasa resultof increasingatmospheric
dust deposition to the surface ocean (Martin, 1990), and (iii) an increase in seaice
coverage, causing a decrease in the ability of CO2 to escape from supersaturated
SouthernOceansurfacewaters(StephensandKeeling,2000).However,sources,sinks
and regulatorymechanismof atmospheric CO2 are still under debate (Fischer et al.,
2010). Also on millennial timescale, CO2 concentrations and Antarctic air
temperaturesarecloselylinked(AhnandBrook,2008)(Fig.14b).Thislinkagehaslead






showing in detail millennialscale variability during the last glacial (panel B).  (A) CO2 and
temperature changes over the last 800 kyr recordedbyAntarctic EDC ice core. (B)Millennial
















(GIK177482/GeoB33021), spanning the last35kyrBP (Kimetal.,2002),and the
longestoneatsouthernChileoff41°S(ODPSite1233)coveringthe last70kyrBP
(Lamyet al., 2004;Kaiser et al., 2005) (Fig. 15bc, respectively). These record show
that glacial SST were of the order of 4 °C and 5 °C colder than presentday SST
values, at 33°S and 41°S respectively, without a clear well defined last glacial
maximum (LGM; 23–19 kyr BP). Over the last glacial period, pronouncedmillennial
scale SST variability of the order of 2–3 °C have been noticeably observed in the
southernmostrecordoff41°S(ODPSite1233),closelyfollowingthemillennialscale






et al., 2004; Kaiser et al., 2005). According to these authors, the couple SWW/ACC
mighthaveshiftednorthwardsenhancingtheinfluenceofthecoldsubantarcticwater
masses and thus, cooling the midlatitudes of the southeast Pacific. The enhanced
glacial northward influence of the ACC up to 33°S has been also suggested by
paleoproductivity reconstructions (e.g.,Mohtadi and Hebbeln, 2004;Mohtadi et al.,
2004). Based on a multiproxy approach performed on several sediment cores
collected between 24°S and 33°S, Mohtadi and coworkers show that marine














cold period (which occurred between 12,900–11,600 yr BP in the Northern
Hemisphere; (Ackert et al., 2008), is also recognized. After the second deglacial
warmingstep,anearlyHoloceneoptimumisrecorded(12–9kyrBP)withSSTca.1–2
°C warmer than modern SST values. Thereafter, SSTs gradually decline to reach
modernconditions(Fig.15c).
ThestrongsimilarityintiminganddirectionbetweentheSSTrecordoff41°S
andthetemperatureproxyrecords inAntarctica i.e. thepronouncedmillennialscale
variability recorded over the last glacial, the two warming steps over the last
deglaciation and the cooling during the ACR (Fig. 15d) lead (Lamy et al., 2004) to
proposeadirectlinkoftheSSTchangesinthesoutheastPacifictoclimatefluctuations
inthesouthernhighlatitudes(Antarctictiming).
InAntarcticamillennialscale temperaturechangesover the lastglacialhave
beenconsistentlyexplainedbythebipolarseesawconcept,whichsuggestsanoutof
phase millennialscale climate pattern between the northern and southern
hemispheres as response to perturbations in the thermohaline circulation and heat
transport (Crowley, 1992; Broecker, 1997; Blunier et al., 1998; Barker et al., 2009).
Overthelastdeglaciation,detailedradiocarbondatingrevealsthattheSSTinthemid
latitudeSEPacific(ODPSite1233)roseatthesametimethantheAtlanticmeridional
overturning circulation (AMOC) decreased (Lamy et al., 2007). Though this timing is
largelyconsistentwithAntarcticicecorerecords,theinitialwarminginthesoutheast
Pacificwasmoreabrupt,suggestingadirectandimmediateresponsetotheslowdown
of theAtlantic thermohalinecirculation throughthebipolarseesawmechanism.This
response requires a rapid transfer of the Atlantic signal to the SE Pacific, without
involving the thermal inertia of the Southern Ocean that may contribute to the
substantiallymoregradualdeglacialtemperaturerise,asseeninAntarcticicecores.As
discussed by Lamy et al. (2007), themost plausiblemechanism is a seesawinduced
change of the coupled oceanatmosphere system of the ACC and the southern


















There is an ongoing debate on the pattern and timing of millennialscale
climate fluctuations at the Southern Hemisphere. In contrast to the findings of an
Antarctic millennialscale pattern in the SST record off 41°S (Fig. 15d), continental,
glaciologicalandpalynologicaldatafromtheChileanLakeDistrict(38°–42°S)andon
Chiloéislandhavebeenusedinsupportforinterhemisphericasynchronyboth,during
the last glacial (Lowell et al., 1995) and the last deglaciation, i.e., coolingduring the
Younger Dryas cold phase (Denton et al., 1999;Moreno et al., 2001). The Younger
Dryas (11,000–10,000 14C yrBP;12,900and11,600 cal. yrBP)wasa rapid return to
nearglacial conditions during the transition from the LGM to the current Holocene
warmperiod(Ackertetal.,2008) intheNorthAtlanticregionwhichhasnonetheless
shown expression in other region of the globe. The mechanisms that cause the
YoungerDryasintheNorthernHemispherearenotyetfullyunderstoodbuttheyseem
relatedtothedrainageoffreshwatertotheNorthAtlanticregion.ForsouthernChile
at 41°S (directly onshore of the position of the ODP Site), the expansion of cold
resistant forest taxa and the decline of thermophilous tree species between 12,500
and 9,000 14C yr BP has been interpreted in terms of a cooling during the North
Hemisphere Younger Dryas, whereas the alkenone record off 41°S reveal a clear
warmingatthistime.However,ithasbeenrecentlysuggestedthatthedeglacialcold
reversalinNWPatagoniastartedearlier(at14.7–13.4kyrBP),andthattheYounger







The Holocene, the last 11 thousand years before present, has been traditionally
consideredasaperiodof relatively stableclimateconditionswhencompared to the




In the subpolar North Atlantic region, significant millennialscale cooling
episodes,documentedbyan increaseof icerafteddetritus (intheformofhematite
stainedgrains, Icelandic volcanic glass and lithics; Fig. 16b) (Bondetal., 1997)have
been described as themain example of climate instability occurring throughout the
Holocene. These Holocene cooling events, occurring with a periodicity of ca. 1500
years(Bondetal.,1997)mayhavebeencausedbychanges insolaractivity(Bondet
al.,2001).Althoughasimilar1500yrperiodicitieshavebeenreportedbyseveralproxy
records (e.g., O'Brien et al., 1995; Bianchi and McCave, 1999), implying that
DansgaardOeschgertype cycles, although attenuated, may have occurred in the










records from the polar North Atlantic region have described the general Holocene
climateasaperiodofcoolingalignedwiththedecreasing insolationat theNorthern




intensified when two North American glacial lakes flooded into the North Atlantic,
slowingtheformationofNorthAtlanticDeepWateranditsassociatednorthwardheat
transport for several centuries.The resultingmulticenturycoldeventhasnowbeen
recognizedthroughouttheNorthernHemisphereasthe“8.2kyrevent”(e.g.,Alleyet
al.,1997andreferencestherein).DuringthelateHolocenethecoolingcontinued.This
continuous cooling starting at 3.0 kyr presented a 1–2 °C variability superimposed.
Although thedominant forcing factor for the earlyHolocene thermalmaximumwas
theNorthernHemisphere summer insolation via strong seasonality at highnorthern
latitudes(Andrewsetal.,1997;Calvoetal.,2002;Andersenetal.,2004a),thetrigger
for the onset of relatively unstable climate conditions beginning about 3 kyr is less
clear.
In theSouthernHemisphere,paleoclimatearchives fromAntarcticaandthe
Southern Ocean reveal contrasting results pointing to a complex temperature
evolution throughout theHolocene (Ciais et al., 1992;Massonet al., 2000;Masson
Delmotte et al., 2004;Nielsen et al., 2004;Bentley et al., 2009;Moros et al., 2009;
Divine et al., 2010). An early Holocene Climatic Optimum (11.5–9 kyr BP) has been
widespreaddocumentedinAntarctic icecorerecords,withtemperaturesupto~2°C
warmer thanpresent (e.g.,Massonetal., 2000).Thereafter, longterm trends in the
ice core records partly deviate as largescale Antarctic cooling during the Holocene,
which is locallycompensatedbyadecrease in the icesheetelevation in responseto
icesheet dynamics (MassonDelmotte et al., 2004). However, a secondary mid
Holocenetemperaturemaximumbetween8and6kyrBPseemstobeimportant in
theRossSeaareawhereasineasternAntarcticasomerecordsshowaweaksecondary
warming between6 and 3 kyr BP (Masson et al., 2000). Furthermore, the icecore
recordssuggestaconsistentmulticentennialscaletemperaturepatterninAntarctica
over the Holocene with a cyclicity of 830 years (Masson et al., 2000; Masson
Delmotteetal.,2004).
Marine and lacustrine records around the Antarctic Peninsula confirm the
complexity of the Holocene temperature evolution as maximum warming was
registeredduringdifferenttimeintervalsintheearlytomiddleHolocene(e.g.,Bentley
et al., 2009). Further offshore Antarctica, marine records from the South Atlantic




optimum and the onset of cooling and seaice expansion between9 and 7 kyr BP
(BianchiandGersonde,2004;Nielsenetal.,2004).Earlierworkinthisregionsuggested
increased icerafted detritus to the subantarctic South Atlantic starting abruptly at
5.5 kyr BP interpreted in terms of the onset of the socalled Neoglacial phase




The Holocene climate history of southern Chile (south of 41°S) is still not well
documentedduetothe lackofrecordscoveringthecompleteHolocene. Incontrast,
detailed paleoceanographic reconstructions have been obtained along the Chilean
marginupto41°S.
At 41°S (ODP Site 1233) an early Holocene climate optimum has been
recordedfrom12to9kyrBPwithSSTsca.1–2°CwarmerthanmodernSSTvalues
(Kaiser et al., 2005). Thereafter, temperatures gradually declined reaching modern
valuesinthelatestHolocene.TheearlyHoloceneoptimumwasnotdocumentedinthe
higherresolutionSSTrecordfromcoreGeoB33131(samelocationasODPSite1233)
(Lamyetal., 2002) since itonly covered thepast8kyr. In this record,a secondary




warmingthat lasted longer, i.e. intothemiddleHoloceneandcoolingthereafter.Off
centralChileat33°S,thewarmestHoloceneSSTwasfoundbetween7.5and6kyr
BP.ThiswarmphasewasprecededbyanearlyHolocenecoldintervalthatendedwith
a pronouncedwarmingof2.5 °C between8 and7.5 kyr BP (Kimet al., 2002). The
reasonforthisearlyHolocenecoldphaseremainsunclear.




Since these areas are located at thenorthern influence zoneof the SWW, themain
source of precipitation of Chile, a southward displacement of the SWW during this
periodhasbeenproposed.NewprecipitationreconstructionsoftheSWWcorezonein
thesouthernChileanFjordRegionsuggestenhancedSWWintheearlyHolocenethat


















by the strong interaction of atmospheric forcing over the ocean (Fig. 21). The
Subtropicalhighpressurebelt(subtropicalAnticyclone(STA)gyre)inducespersistently
southerly winds favorable to upwelling conditions along the central and northern
Chileanmargin (e.g.,MuñozandGarreaud,2005)while theSWWdrivetheAntarctic









The surface circulation off southern Chile is entirely influenced by the
northernmarginoftheACC.Itsplitsaround45°Sintotwobranches,thePerúChileor
Humboldt Current (PCC) flowing equatorward, and the Cape Horn Current (CHC)
flowingpoleward (Fig. 21). Both currents transport SAAWalong theChilean coastal
margin(Shafferetal.,1995;Strubetal.,1998).
Adjacent to the Chilean Fjord Region, three water masses have been
identified: SAAW (up to 150 meter depth), remnants of Equatorial Subsuperficial




1998; Sievers and Silva, 2008). The SAAW, having salinities between 33 and 34 psu,
mixeswith freshwaters indifferentproportionsaccording to thecontributions from
rivers,glaciers,coastalrunoffandrainfallandproducemodifiedSAAW(MSAAW)and
Estuarine Water (EW) (Silva et al., 1998; Sievers and Silva, 2008). The interaction










The water circulation in the fjords is generally described as a twolayer
positive circulation (e.g., Silva et al., 1995). The top layerwith low salinity and low
density flows offshore; while a more stable oceanic bottom layer, characterized by
relatively high salinity and high density, flows toward the fjords (Silva et al., 1995;
Sievers and Silva, 2008). The estuarinewaters are usually devoid of nutrients other
thandissolvedsiliconderived fromriver runoff,while theoceanicSAAW is themain
sourceofnitrateandorthophosphate.Strongverticalgradients(pycnocline,oxycline,
nutricline)separatetheupperlayerfromthedeeplayer(SieversandSilva,2008)and




Currently, there are threemain climate controls along the Chile continentalmargin:
thequasipermanentSTA,theSWWandthenorthsouthtrendingmountainbarrierof
the Andes Cordillera (Aceituno, 1988). As result, Chile that spreads over a wide
latitudinalrangefrom18°Sto55°Shasoneofmostpronouncedclimategradientsof
the world, from extreme aridity in the north, where precipitation is measured in
millimeterperdecade,throughMediterraneantypeprecipitationregimeinitscentral
part,withhotanddrysummersandmildandwetwintersduetoseasonalshiftsofthe
SWW, to all year rainy temperate climate in the south (Miller, 1976; Latorre et al.,
2007) (Fig. 23). Consequently, sea surface temperature along the Chilean coast














in themiddle latitudes of the earth, blowing fromwest to east, between the high
pressure areas of the subtropics and the lowpressure areas over the poles





At present, seasonal shifts of the westerly stormtracks cause important
changesintheprecipitationregimenatthewesterncoastofSouthAmerica(Garreaud,
2007).Thesevariationsaredeeply related to seasonal shiftsof thequasipermanent
STA.Duringaustralwinter,theSTAisweakandtheSWWextendnorthwardproviding
rainfall tocentralChile(33°–44°S)whilezonalwindsarereduced in itscorezone in
southernmost Chile (50°–55°S) (Fig. 23). Contrary, during austral summer, the SA
becamestrongerandthezonalwindpatternshowsalatitudinallymoreconfinedand










(leeward side) in terms of precipitation (Fig. 24) (e.g., VillaMartinez and Moreno,
2007).OnthewestsideoftheAndes,thetotalrainfallcanbe100–300%higherthan
thaton theeastern side.Themostextremecontrast isbetween IslaGuarello (7,220























i.e. decreasing SST for about 4–5 °C [Lamy et al., 2004; Kaiser et al., 2005). The
northward migration of the SWW seem to have occurred synchronously with a
northwardshiftoftheACC,asrevealedbytheincreasingmarineproductivityobserved
at33°S(Hebbelnetal.,2002;Mohtadietal.,2004).Asthemainnutrientsourceinthis
region is currently associated to the advection of the nutrientrich SAAW, the
increasing glacial marine productivity up to 33°S has been interpreted in term of
increasingadvectionoftheACCderivednutrientrichSAAWwaters.
Modelingstudies,ontheotherhand,showthatthewesterlieswerestronger
and shifted equatorward during glacial times [Toggweiler et al., 2006;Williams and
Bryan,2006)stronglyconsistentwiththesedimentaryrecordoffnorthernandcentral
Chile. Furthermore, a closedependencebetween the largePatagonia Ice Sheet (PIS,
which covers the entire southern Andes during the last glacial) and the SWW have
beenalsosuggested(Hultonetal.,1994;Sugdenetal.,2002).Theseclimate/icemass
continuity models identified the climate input required to reproduce the extension
reachedby the largePISduring the LGM.They argued that the configurationof the





westerlies shifted toward Antarctica as part of a feedback: a small CO2 increase or
small warming initiated a shift of the westerlies toward Antarctica; the shifted
westerlies then causedmore CO2 to be vented up to the atmosphere,which led to
morewarming, a greater poleward shift of thewesterlies,more CO2 and stillmore
























Adjoining and mixing with the sclerophyllous, subtropical vegetation of




version of Valdivian Evergreen Forest develop. These are replaced by Subantarctic
DeciduousForestathigherlatitudes(e.g.,Heusseretal.,2006andreferencestherein).
From47°S toward the southern coast of Tierra del Fuego at55°S, the temperate
Magellanic rain forest becomes dominant (Fig. 25). This landscape is known as
Magellanicmoorlandandconsistsofblanketmiresand largecushionbogsofAstelia
pumila andDonatia fascicularis (FesqMartin et al., 2004 and references therein). In
the coastal zone of thewestern Fjord Region,Nothofagus trees are only present in
windprotectedandbetterdrainedlocations.IntheareaoftheMagellanicrainforest
itself, blanket mires from enclaves of up to a few hectares in size within the
Nothofagusforest.
Altitudinalvegetationzonationofthecoastalcordilleraonthewesternslopesof
the Andes is similar, ranging upward from lowland evergreen beech forest to
evergreen conifer forest, and to deciduous beech forest at higher elevation in the
Andes (900–1200 m) (e.g., Heusser et al., 2006 and references therein). Above














recognized importantchanges in thevegetationpattern inphasewithmajorclimate
fluctuationsthroughoutthelateQuaternary(Dentonetal.,1999;Morenoetal.,2001;
Villagran, 2001). According to Villagran (2001) four major phases in vegetation
developmentareevidentinthetemperateregionofsouthernChile:glacial,deglacial,
earlymidandlateHolocene.Duringtheglacialphase,coldresistantNorthPatagonian
taxa along withMagellanicMoorland expanded northward and downslope into the
lowlandsof latitudes40°–43°S suggesting colder andwetter conditions up to 43°S.
During the deglacial phase, the “glacial vegetation” expanded into the newly
deglaciatedregionsbetween43°and50°S,andthemountaintopsoftheCoastaland
Andean ranges between 40° and 43°S. This migration is paralleled by a southward
movement of thermophilous Valdivian and deciduos forest occupying the region
between40° and 43°S. Important warming pulses and decline in precipitation are
evident during this time (Villagrán, 1990;Moreno et al., 1999;Moreno and León,
2003). Thermophilous taxa characteristics of Valdivian rainforest became dominant














formed this landscape were derived from the larger Patagonian Ice Sheet, which
maximumsizewasreachedduringtheLGM(23–19kyrBP)(e.g.,BennandClapperton,
2000).
From a geological point of view, the Chilean Fjord Region extends over a
basementofvariedlithology,structureandage.Itisanancient,buoyantfragmentof
the Gondwana supercontinent, which merged with the South America shield core
sometimeinthePaleozoic(Coronatoetal.,2008;Rabassa,2008).
The Andes Cordillera is the main geographic feature in Chile.Whereas the
northernmostAndesaresegmented,thesouthernmostAndesaretopographicallyand
structurally continuous, curving through 90°, from the Patagonian cordillera in the
North to the Fueguian cordillera in the south. As the Andes Cordillera do so, the
amountofcrustalthickeningdecreaseandtheamountofwrenchingincrease(Diraison
et al., 2000). Compositionally, Andes bedrock consists mostly of volcanics and
sediments of upper Jurassiclower Tertiary age, intruded by plutonic rock of the
Andeanbatholith.From52°Ssouthward,structuralchangesrevealthepresenceofa
prominent geosyncline consisting of sediments mostly of CretaceousTerciary age;
olderplutonicrockparallelyoungermetamorphicandsedimentaryformationslyingto
theeast(RabassaandClapperton,1990andreferencestherein).
Regarding the tectonic settings, southernmostAndes line themargin of the
continental SouthAmerica plate next to threeoceanic plates:Nazca, Antarctica and
Scotia (Fig. 26).Nazca andAntarctica both subduct under the SouthAmerica plate,











size of icefields in Patagonia (Northern and Southern Icefields and Darwin Cordillera) and its
maximumextentionreachedduringtheLGM(afterSingeretal.,2004).

As previously discussed, the southern Andes Cordillera intercepts the humid
SWWcausingadrasticorographicrainshadows.Geologicdataimplythatthisclimatic
pattern has been established or significantly enhanced during the Cenozoic uplift of
thesouthernPatagoniaAndes(Diraisonetal.,2000;Blisniuketal.,2005).Onthebasis
ofplategeometry reconstructions,Cenozoicuplift in this regionhasbeen related to
two episodes of oceanic ridge subduction beneath the South America plate, (1) the
subduction of the AlukFarallon spreading center during the Paleogene, and (2) the










which are the largest temperate glaciers in the SouthernHemisphere and themost
extensive outside polar latitudes (e.g.,Marden and Clapperton, 1995; Aniya, 1999;
Rignotetal.,2003).TheHielosPatagónicoscomprisetheHieloPatagónicoNorteand
Sur(NorthernandSouthernPatagonianicefields,respectively)coveringatotalareaof
















Icefields coalesced to form themuch larger Patagonian Ice Sheet (PIS) of 1,800 km
length, covering the entire southern Andes between 36° and 55°S (Fig. 26) (e.g.,
Rabassa,2008).ModelingstudiesalsosuggestthatPISreachitsmaximumsizeduring
theLGM(23–19kyrBP)withavolumeof500,000km3andextendedalongthecrest
oftheAndes intoareaswithpresentdaystrongtemperaturesgradients i.e., from12
°C at latitude 40°S until 5 °C at latitude 55°S (Hulton et al., 2002 and references
therein).
AstronglinkbetweenthedynamicofthePISandtheamountofdustdelivered






when rivers of glacier meltwater deposited sediment directly onto easily mobilized




occurred around 21,000 years ago, coincidingwith the drop of dust in Antarctic ice


















This study incorporated the analysis of three longsediment cores, i.e. MD073124,
JPC42andMD073128recoveredfromtheChileancontinentalmarginbetween~49°S
and ~52°S (Fig. 31, Table 1). These cores were analyzed to study past sea surface
temperature variation and its relationshipwith climate changes over the last glacial
period and the Holocene. In addition, surface sediments collected along the



















JPC42 JumboPC* CanalWide 49°54.90´S 74°22.65´W 11.48 904
MD073124 CalypsoPC CanalConcepción 50°30.96´S 74°58.33´W 22.25 564
MD073128 CalypsoPC E.deMagallanes 52°39.57´S 75°33.97´W 30.33 1,032
*PC:pistoncore.

Core JPC42, with a length of 11.5 meters, was recovered between the









The30.33meters coreMD073128,on theotherhand,was recovered from
the continental slope justnorthwestof themouthof theEstrechodeMagallanesat
52°S (Table 1). This core, covering the last60 kyr, was recovered during the XV
MD159 PACHIDERME cruise carried on February of 2007 on board the R/VMarion
Dufresne.
The surface sediments samples obtained by means of multicorer, kasten
corer and piston corerwere extracted from 27 sites along the Chilean Fjord Region
(Table2). These include:13cores collected inNovemberof2001during theChilean










Table 2. Location of surface sediment samples collected from the Chilean Fjord
Region

Core Area Lat Long Waterdepth
(m)
NorthernPatagonia   
CF7BC01* BocadelGuafo 43.7356°S 74.5836°W 240
CF7BC06 BocadelGuafo 43.9878°S 73.3654°W 176
CF7BC36 CanalPuyuguapi 44.4433°S 72.6173°W 219
CF7BC39 CanalPuyuguapi 44.7279°S 72.714°W 160
CF7BC40 CanalPuyuguapi 44.8248°S 72.9342°W 260
CF7BC42 CanalPuyuguapi 44.9108°S 73.3183°W 320
CF7BC17A FiordoAysén 45.363°S 73.2919°W 330
CF7BC30 EsteroQuitralco 45.7430°S 73.4077°W 269
CF7BC30A EsteroQuitralco 45.7542°S 73.5099°W 110
CF7BC29A EsteroQuitralco 45.7602°S 73.4667°W 112
CF7BC29 EsteroQuitralco 45.7812°S 73.5087°W 114
CF7BC28 EsteroQuitralco 46.144°S 73.4958°W 239
PalmerKC03 LagunaSanRafael 46.165°S 73.6679°W 52
PalmerKC13 LagunaSanRafael 46.449°S 73.797°W 30
PalmerKC15 LagunaSanRafael 46.434°S 73.7932°W 112
PalmerKC16 LagunaSanRafael 46.434°S 73.8012°W 112
CF7BC27 LagunaSanRafael 46.4852°S 73.8026°W 112
CentralPatagonia

PalmerKC41 FiordoPenguin 49.915°S 74.3774°W 711
PalmerKC29 FiordoEuropa 50.013°S 74.4019°W 350
PalmerKC27 FiordoEuropa 50.057°S 74.4307°W 414
MD073124 C.Concepción 50.516°S 74.9721°W 564
SouthernPatagonia   
PalmerKC76 SenoAltamirazgo 54.26°S 69.7941°W 290
PalmerKC66 SenoAltamirazgo 54.322°S 69.4571°W 110
PalmerKC68 SenoAltamirazgo 54.324°S 69.5535°W 117
BeagleMC03 E.deMagallanes 52.867°S 74.0876°W 528







The age model of core MD073124 (51°S) is based on fifteen accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) radiocarbon dates (14C) and a linear interpolation between the
age control points. 14CAMS dates were measured on a mixture of planktonic
foraminifera. All 14Cageswereconverted tocalibratedagesbefore thepresent (kyr
BP)usingtheInCal09software(Reimeretal.,2009),afterapplyingamarinereservoir
ageof780years.Thisnewmarinereservoiragewasobtained fromAMS14Cagesof





14C ages, measured on shell fragments at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI), and a linear interpolationbetween thedata points. The comparisonof two
AMS14Cagesonshellandwoodfragmentsfromthesamecoredepth(at1.75meters)
resulted in a new local marine reservoir age for Canal Wide of 780 years (see
manuscript4.2).Thisagewasolderthantheonlypublishedlocalreservoirageforthe
Chilean Fjord Region, i.e. 530 years at Puerto Natales (Ingram and Southon, 1996).
AfterthecorrectionoftheAMS14Cagesforthenewmarinereservoirage,thesewere
convertedtokyrBPusingInCal09software.CoreJPC42,coveringthelast12kyrBP,





was supplemented by the record of the Laschampmagnetic field excursion located
between19.65m(top)and21.5m(base).WedefinedtheLaschampexcursionasthe
directionalmaximumshift centeredat41.25kyr (Lajetal.,2009)andused themid





(Ingram and Southon, 1996). CoreMD073128, covering the last ~60 kyr, was sub
sampledevery12cm,resulting inanaveragetemporalresolutionof2.8kyrforthe











alkenones.Alkenones are long chainmethyl ketoneswith 37 carbon atoms and2–4
doublebondsorunsaturationthatareubiquitousinthesedimentoftheworld’socean
(Prahl and Wakeham, 1987; Prahl et al., 1988;Müller et al., 1998). Alkenones are



















Alkenones were extracted from 3 to 5 g aliquots of freezedried and
homogenized sediments (Müller et al., 1998).We use UP 200H ultrasonic disruptor
probes (200W, amplitude 105 mm, pulse 0.5s) and three successively less polar
mixture ofmethanol and dichloromethane (CH3OH, CH3OH:CH2CL2 1:1; CH2CL2) each
for 5minutes. After centrifugation, the three extractswere combined,washedwith
demineralized water, dried over NaSO4 and concentrated to dryness with a rotary
evaporator.Additionally,theextractsweresaponifiedtoavoidinterferenceswithco
elutingC36fattyacidmethylestersusing300mL0.1MKOHinCH3OH/H2O(90:10)at










The relative abundances of the di, tri, and tetraunsaturated C37 alkenones
were quantified using gas chromatography equipped with a fused silica capillary
column(60mx0.32mm,DB5MS,AgilentJ&W)andflameionizationdetector(FID).
2nanodecanone added to the samples before extraction was used as an internal
standardforthecalculationofalkenonesconcentration(inng/gdrysedimentweight).
Heliumwasemployedascarriergaswithaconstantpressureof150kPa.Aftersample
injectionat50 °C, theoven temperaturewasprogrammed to250 °Cata rateof25
°C/min,and thento290°Cata rateof1 °C/min,held for26minutes,and finally to
310°C at a rate of 30 °C/min, where the final temperature was maintained for 10
minutes. Alkenone measurements on core MD073124 and MD073128 were
performedattheUniversityofBremeninGermanywhilethemeasurementsoncore
JPC42weredone inthe laboratoryofMarineOrganicChemistryattheUniversityof




3.4 Biogenic components in the bulk sediment using a geochemical
approach
The biogenic components in sediments such as the alkenone concentrations (as a
proxyforcoccoliths),thecalciumcarbonate(asaproxyforcalcareousmicroorganisms,
coccolithophorids and foraminifera), and the biogenic opal contents (as a proxy for
siliceous microorganisms, mainly diatoms) were used to reconstruct the calcareous
andsiliceousproductivityofcoreMD073128.
The total alkenone concentrations (converted to μg/g dry sedimentweight)
werecalculatedasthesumofdi,triandtetraunsaturatedC37alkenonesnormalizedto
total organic carbon (TOC) and are expressed as μg/gTOC. Since alkenones are
biomarkers for some haptophyte (coccoliths) algae, and the coccoliths have an
exoskeletoncomposedofnumerouscalciteplateletsthatarereadilypreservedinthe
sedimentary record, we compared the alkenone concentration with that of the
contentofcalciumcarbonateandelementalcalciuminthesamecore.












The TCwas determinedwith a CNS elemental analyzer (Vario EL III) at the




passed though a gas chromatography columnat a constant temperatureof 70 °C in
which the gaseous products were separated. The concentrations of the separated
gases were detected as a function of their thermal conductivity. During the
measurement, the contentof TCandTNofblank tin capsulesanddifferentworking
standardswereanalyzedtotestthereproducibilityofthemeasurements.
The TOC, on the other hand, was determined with a LECO Carbon Sulfur
Analyzer (LECOCS125)atAWI,Bremerhaven.Priortothemeasurement, thefreeze




(XRF) Core Scanner at AWI, Bremerhaven. Ca intensities were measured at 1 cm
resolution with an exposure time of 30s. This nondestructivemeasuring technique
allowsarapidsemiquantitativegeochemicalanalysisonsplitsedimentcores.
Thecontentofbiogenicopal in thebulk sedimentwasdeterminedatUDEC
following the procedure first described byMortlock and Froelich, (1989) and later
modifiedbyMüller and Schneider, (1993). Theopal contentofmarine sedimenthas
oftenbeenusedtoinferpastchangesinsurfacewaterproductivity(e.g.,Charlesetal.,
1991).Fortheanalysis,approximately25mgfreezedriedandhomogenizedsediments
were mixed with 10 mL peroxide (H2O2) and 5 mL 1N hydrochloric acid (HCl) in
polypropylene centrifuge tubes and sonicated for 30 minutes to remove both the
inorganiccarbonandorganicmatterfractions.Aftersonication,20mLofMilliQwater
wasaddedtoeachtubeandcentrifugedat4300rpmfor5min.Thesupernatantwas
removed and the sedimentswere dried overnight at 60 °C.  A 40mL aliquot of 1M














As largeandvariableamountsof siliciclastics stronglyaffect thecontentsof
CaCO3, opal, and organic matter, we calculated the concentrations of opal and
carbonate relative to the total biogenic fraction (as the sum of the three major
biogeniccomponentsopal,CaCO3,andorganicmatter).Organicmattercontentswere
calculatedbymultiplyingTOCcontentswithaconstantfactorof1.5.Furthermore,we





tomeasure theoxygenand carbon isotope compositionof theplanktic foraminifera
Neogloboquadrina pachyderma sinistral (NPS). The stable isotope analysis of core





In order to derive the temperature and salinity related signal in the 18O
recordofNPS,anicevolumecorrectionwasperformedbasedontheglobalHolocene
and deglacial sealevel record of Fairbanks (1989) (0–22 kyr BP) and the global sea




Ice rafted detritus (IRD)was used to infer the dynamics of the large Patagonian Ice
SheetthatcoveredthesouthernAndesbetween40°Sand55°S(e.g.,Hultonetal.,
2002; Glasser et al., 2008) during the last glacial. The transport of landderived
sediment by icebergs, and the release of that sediment during icebergmelting, has
been widely accepted as the primary mechanism for supplying anomalously large












both carbonates and organicmatter by direct addition of 10% acetic acid and 3.5%
hydrogen peroxide. IRD was counted from the >150 μm carbonatefree fraction,
assumingthatcoarsergrainedterrigenoussedimentcanonlyreachthecore location
through iceberg transport. Volcanic particles are not a significant component at Site
MD073128 most likely because ash plumes originating from volcanoes of the
SouthernAndesaretypicallytransportedanddepositedeastwardduetotheprevailing






low salinity waters. It has been proposed that these particular alkenones (C37:4
alkenones)arelinkedtolowsalinitywatermassesandthataC37:4increaseofabout5
to 10% corresponds to a freshening of one practical salinity unit (PSU) (RosellMelé,
1998;RosellMeléetal.,2002).Itisstillunclearifindeedsalinityhasadirecteffecton
the C37:4 biosynthesis or if the observed pattern is due to ametabolic difference of
coccolithophorids endemic of cold or coastal water masses (Schulz et al., 2000).
However, according toBard et al. (2000), even ifmetabolic processes are involved,
C37:4abundancesmaystillbeusedtostudytheadvectionoflowsalinitywaters.
TherelativeabundancesofC37:4alkenoneweremeasuredoncoreMD073128






































Glacial millennialscale paleoceanographic changes in the Southeast Pacific and the
adjacentSouthernOceanareonlypoorlyknownduetothescarcityofwelldatedand
high resolution sediment records. Herewe present new surfacewater records from
sedimentcoreMD073128 recoveredat53°Soff thePacificentranceof theStraitof
Magellan. Thealkenonederived sea surface temperature (SST) record reveals a very
strongwarming of ca. 8C over the last Termination and substantialmillennialscale
variability in the glacial section largely consistent with our planktonic foraminifera
oxygen isotope(18O)recordofNeogloboquadrinapachyderma (sin).Thetimingand
structure of the Termination and some of the millennialscale fluctuations are very
similartothoseobservedinthewelldatedSSTrecordfromODPSite1233(41ºS)and





by a cooling towards the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). We suggest that these
differences reflect regional cooling related to the proximal location of the southern
Patagonian ice sheet and related meltwater supply at least during the LGM. This
proximal icesheet location isdocumentedbygenerallyhigher contentsof ice rafted
debris (IRD) and tetraunsaturated alkenones, and a slight trend towards lighter
planktonic 18O during lateMIS 3 andMIS 2.Onmillennialscales opal contents are
generallyhigherwhereascarbonatecontentsandalkenoneconcentrationsare lower
during cold intervals, suggesting SSTrelated shifts in the siliceous and calcareous
plankton communities. These changes may be interpreted in terms of a northward
shift of the Southern Ocean fronts and the opal belt during cold periods and/or
changesinthenutrientadvectionconsistentwithlowerplanktonicforaminiferal13C.
Comparatively low opal contents around the LGM are interpreted as reduced
productivity due to enhanced meltwater input and resulting surface water
stratification.




Past changes in surface ocean properties in the Southeast Pacific including the
SoutheastPacific sector (SEPS)of theSouthernOcean (SO) justnorthof themodern
SubantarcticFrontareonlypoorlyknownprimarilybecausehighresolutionsediment
records from this region are very scarce (Gersonde et al., 2005; MARGO Project
Members, 2009). In the SEPS, a few records have been retrieved around the
Subantarctic Front (SAF) between ~100°W and ~120°W (Gersonde et al., 2005;
Mashiottaetal.,1999).Furthernorth,highresolutionpaleoceanographicrecordsare




et al., 2005) and ~2.5 °C (based on Mg/Ca SST; (Mashiotta et al., 1999) in the










cold subantarctic water masses could be connected to an expansion of the sea ice
coveraroundAntarcticaandanorthwarddisplacementofthesouthernwesterlywinds
(SWW).Suchinterpretationwouldbeconsistentwithwinterseaicereconstructionsin
the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors of the SOwhereas the few records available
suggest a more modest sea ice expansion in the Pacific sector during the LGM
(Gersondeetal.,2005).
IntheSO,theextractionofnitrateandphosphatebyphytoplanktoniscurrently
incomplete, and phytoplankton in large regions is ironlimited. High nutrient
concentrations in surface waters occurring today around Antarctica reflect that the
biological pump is running at less thanmaximum efficiency (Anderson et al., 2002).
ChangesintheefficiencyoftheSO’sbiologicalpumpandamore/lessefficientuptake
ofupwellednutrientshasbeenlongrecognizedtobeapotentialsourceofvariabilityin
atmospheric CO2 through glacial/interglacial cycles (e.g., Sarmiento and Toggweiler,
1984),aschangesinSOproductivitymayhavecontributedtoglacialatmosphericCO2
drawdown (Fischer et al., 2010; Petit et al., 1999). One often cited mechanism to
increase relative effiiciency of the biologic pump and draw down CO2 is iron
fertilization(Martin,1990).Thisconceptsuggeststhatenhancedglacialdustsupplyto
theSOdecreasedthepresent iron limitationandstrengthenedtheexportoforganic
matter to the deep ocean. Most evidence for enhanced glacial productivity comes
from theAtlantic and IndianOcean sectorsof theSOwhereglacialproductivitywas
enhancedinthesubantarcticzoneandreducedsouthofthemodernPolarFront(PF)
(e.g., Kohfeld et al., 2005) although there are indications that glacial diatom
productivity was also higher south of the PF (Abelmann et al., 2006). Recent
productivity records from a sediment core located south of the PF in the Atlantic
sector (that resolves millennialscale variations with reasonable age uncertainties)
suggest, for example, that enhanced siliceous productivity associated with the last
Termination and Antarctic warm events was induced by upwelling and increased
ventilation of deepwaters paralleling the CO2 rises (Anderson et al., 2009). Today,
upwelling processes occur just south of the present Antarctic PF being principally
determinedbywind stress. TheAntarctic PF represents an areaofmassive biogenic





may be as high as 20g cm2 kyr1 (e.g., Charles et al., 1991). Yet, the pattern of






There is an ongoing debate on the pattern and timing of millennialscale
climate fluctuations in the Southern Hemisphere. In Antarctica, millennialscale
temperature changes over the last glacial have been consistently explained by the
bipolarseesawconceptthatsuggestsanoutofphasemillennialscaleclimatepattern
between theNorthernandSouthernhemispheres (e.g.,EPICACommunityMembers,
2006; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003). This Antarctic millennialscale pattern seems to
extend into the Southern Hemispheremidlatitudes (40–46°S) as indicated by high
resolution SST records from theChileanmargin (ODPSite 1233; (Kaiser et al., 2005;
Lamy et al., 2004); New Zealand (Pahnke et al., 2003) and the SW Indian Ocean





Incontrast to the findingsofAntarcticmillennialscalepattern inSSTrecords,
continentalglaciologicalandpalynologicaldatafromtheChileanLakeDistrict (40°S;
directly onshoreofODP Site 1233) havebeenused in support for interhemispheric
synchronybothduringthe lastglacial (Lowelletal.,1995)andthedeglaciation (e.g.,
coolingduringtheYoungerDryas(YD)coldphase;(Dentonetal.,1999;Morenoetal.,




Here we present new surface water records including alkenonebased SST,
planktonicforaminiferaoxygenisotope,marineproductivity,andIRDrecordsfromthe
southernmost continental Chileanmargin based on coreMD073128 retrieved from
the Pacific entrance of the Strait ofMagellan (53°S) covering the past60 kyr.We




millennial shifts in calcareous and siliceous plankton communities (based on the





Modernsurfacecirculation in theSoutheastPacificoff southernmostChile (53°S) is





1998) (Figure 1a). The CHC originates from the bifurcation of the northern ACC
approachingSouthAmericabetween40°to45°S.ThenorthernbranchformsthePeru
Chile (or Humboldt) Current flowing equatorward whereas the CHC flows poleward









Peru–Chile Current, ACC: Antarctic Circumpolar Current, CHC: Cape Horn Current. Location of
major Southern Ocean fronts after Orsi et al. (1995); STF= Subtropical Front (red), SAF=
SubantarcticFront(blue),PF=PolarFront(yellow).(b)Annualseasurfacesalinity(colorbar)off




Within the southern Chilean fjord region, the relatively saltier Pacific surface
watersprogressivelymixwithfresherwatersfrommeltingglaciers,precipitation,and
riverrunofftoproduceapositiveestuarinecirculationcharacterizedbystrongdensity,









At present, Patagonia has three main glacier systems: the Northern and









recently linked todust content changesas recorded inAntarctic icecores, asglacier
advances into the eastern Andean foreland largely enhance the availability of fine
grainedmaterialintheassumedPatagoniandustsourceareas(KaiserandLamy,2010;





The 30.33mlong Calypso piston core MD073128 was retrieved in 2007 from the
continental slope off the Strait ofMagellan, southern South America, at 52°39.57’S,
075° 33.97’W (1,032mwater depth) during the IMAGES (InternationalMarine Past
GlobalChangesStudies)XVMD159PachidermecruiseonboardR/VMarionDufresne.
The top 50 cm of the core (Holocene sediments) consist of olive yellow
foraminifera ooze with >40% CaCO3 content. The rest of the sequence is mainly
composed of siltbearing clay with mscale variations in color between grey and
grayisholive.Dropstoneswerevisuallyobservedinparticularintheupper10mofthe
core (except for the Holocene foraminifera ooze interval) and to a lesser amount
deeperinthecore.
For this study, coreMD073128wassubsampledevery12cmresulting inan
average temporal resolution of 2.8 kyr for the intervals corresponding to the
Holocene,200yearsfortheperiodcoveringMarineIsotopeStage(MIS)2,and230








The age control of the upper core section of coreMD073128 (0.3 to 18.51m)was
based on 13 accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 14C dates performed on mixed




themidpoint at20.6m core depth as an age control point. Below the Laschamp
excursion,weextendedtheagescaletothebaseofthecorebytuningouralkenone
SST record to thatofODPSite1233on its latestagemodel (KaiserandLamy,2010)
(Figure2a)usingaminimumofonlytwocorrelationpoints(Table1).Thisagemodelis
consistent with the low resolution planktonic 18O record from our core (Ulysses
Ninnemann,unpublisheddata;Figure3).All14Cageswereconvertedtocalendarages
using IntCal09 and Marine09 calibration curves (Reimer et al., 2009) with a local
marine reservoir deviation of 221 ± 40 years (Ingram and Southon, 1996). We are
awarethatpreHolocenereservoiragesmighthavebeenlargeratoursite.However,
tothebestofourknowledge,thereispresentlynoinformationonregionalchangesin













KIA34252 0.03 3.405 0.025 2.99 IntCal09
KIA36388 0.3 9.490 0.045 10.11 IntCal09
KIA34253 0.35 9.945 0.045 10.58 IntCal09
KIA36390 0.94 13.040 0.06 14.42 IntCal09
KIA34255 1.55 15.460 0.07 17.99 IntCal09
KIA36391 2.5 16.100 0.07 18.69 IntCal09
KIA34256 3.93 17.330 0.13 19.93 IntCal09
KIA36392 7 19.560 0.1 22.48 IntCal09
KIA36393 9.52 22.760 0.15 26.53 IntCal09
KIA36394 13.96 23.610 0.15 27.86 IntCal09
KIA39462 16.01 26.400 0.24 30.6 IntCal09
KIA36395 17.96 31.540 0.465 35.28 IntCal09
KIA39463 18.51 33.660 0.540 37.76 IntCal09
 20.58 41.25 Laschamp
excursion
 27.0 49.93 BasedonSST
tuningtoODP
Site1233







We determined SST by alkenone paleothermometry in continuous 12 cm intervals.
Longchain alkenones were extracted from 3 to 5 g of powdered freezedried
sedimentsaccordingtoMülleretal.(1998).
The relativeabundancesand concentrations (inng/gdry sedimentweight)of
di, tri, and tetraunsaturated C37 alkenones were measured using gas
chromatographyequippedwithafusedsilicacapillarycolumn(60mx0.32mm,DB5
MS,AgilentJ&W)andflameionizationdetection(FID).2nanodecanoneaddedtothe
samples before extraction was used as internal standard. Helium was employed as
carrier gas with a constant pressure of 150kPa. After injection at 50 °C, the oven
temperaturewasprogrammedto250°Catarateof25°C/minto290°Catarateof1
°C/min, held for 26min, and finally to 310 at a rate of 30 °C/min, where the final
temperaturewasmaintainedfor10min.
TheUK´37index,basedontheconcentrationofdiandtriunsaturatedketones
with 37 carbon atoms (UK´37 =[C37:2)/[C37:2 + C37:3)) produced by some Haptophyte
(coccolithophorids) algaewas used to estimate SST (Prahl andWakeham, 1987). To
translateUK´37valuestoanestimationofSSTweappliedthecalibrationofPrahletal.




We used UK´37 in preference to the original index because U
K
37 includes the
tetraunsaturated C37 alkenone (C37:4) that, although present in high abundances in








specimens of the planktonic foraminifera Neogloboquadrina pachyderma sinistral
(NPS) selected from the >150–250 μm size fraction. Sampleswere analyzed using a
FinniganMAT253massspectrometercoupledtoanautomatedKieldevice.Thedata
are reported on the VPDB scale calibrated with NBS19. The longterm analytical






of NPS, we performed an icevolume correction based on the global Holocene and






We use biogenic components such as alkenone concentrations (derived from
coccolithophorids), calcium carbonate (CaCO3, as a proxy for calcareous
microorganisms,coccolithophoridsandforaminifera),andbiogenicopal(asaproxyfor
siliceous microorganisms, mainly diatoms) contents as proxies to reconstruct
calcareousandsiliceousproductivityofftheStraitofMagellan.
Total alkenone concentrations (converted toμg/gdry sedimentweight)were
calculatedasthesumofdi,triandtetraunsaturatedC37alkenonesnormalizedtototal
organiccarbon(TOC)andareexpressedasμg/gTOC.
Calcium carbonate was calculated according to the formula CaCO3= (TC
TOC)*8.333,whereTC is the totalcarboncontentsonuntreatedsamplesandTOC is
thetotalorganiccarboncontentsonHCltreatedsamples.TCandTOCweremeasured
in a vario EL III CHNOS Elemental Analyzer at the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI
Bremerhaven).OrganicmattercontentswerecalculatedbymultiplyingTOCcontents
witha constant factorof1.5.Previous to theanalysis, all the sampleswere freezer
driedandhomogenizedusinganagatemortarandpestle.Toobtainahighresolution
carbonate record we further measured Ca elemental concentration (unit = total
elementalcounts)withanAvaatechTMXRayFlourescence(XRF)CoreScanner(AWI
Bremerhaven). This nondestructive measuring technique allows rapid
semiquantitative geochemical analysis of split sediment cores (Richter andWeering,
2006).Measuringresolutionwas1cm.
For biogenic opal, we followed the procedure described by Mortlock and
Froelich, (1989)modified byMüller and Schneider (1993). Approximately 0.25 g dry
sediments were transferred into 50mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes, and after
removalofcarbonatesandorganicmatterusingperoxide(H2O2)andhydrochloricacid
(HCl),40mL1MNaOHwasadded.Thesampleswerethenplacedinawaterbathand
heated to 85 °C for 5 hours. Finally samples were read in an Agilent
spectrophotometerat812nm,andvaluesrefertowt%SiOPAL.
As large and variable amounts of siliciclastics strongly affect the contents of
CaCO3, opal, and organic matter, we calculated the concentrations of opal and






We use the relative percentage of the >150μm carbonatefree fraction andmanual




through iceberg transport. Volcanic particles are not a significant component at Site
MD073128 most likely because ash plumes originating from volcanoes of the
SouthernAndesaretypicallytransportedanddepositedeastwardduetotheprevailing







According to our agemodel, sediment coreMD073128 records the last~60 kyr BP
coveringmostofthelastglacial(MIS3toMIS2)totheearlyHolocene(Table1;Figure
2). Variable sedimentation rates along the corewere recorded (Figure 2b), reaching
mean values of~60 cmkyr1 during almost allMIS 3with exceptionally high values
>350cmkyr1between~28kyrand~27kyrBP.Meansedimentationrateswere~125









(red curve; (Kaiser and Lamy, 2010)) compared to our SST record ofMD073128 (blue curve).





(Figure 3a). The SSTs oscillatedbetween aminimumof 4.4 ºC at 18.8 kyr B.P and a
maximum of 13 ºC at 9.6 kyr BP. The record exhibits an overall pattern of low
temperatures,onaverageclose to7 °Cduring theglacialperiod from~60kyrBP to
~19 kyr BP. Relatively warm temperatures (up to ~9 °C) occur during early MIS 3
followedbyaminimumof~5°Ccloseto50kyrBP.Thereafter,alongtermwarming














Climate Optimum as observed in many records of the Southern Hemisphere (e.g.,
BianchiandGersonde,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005),alkenonederivedSSTsprogressively
declined toward cooler temperatures, reaching values close to 11 °C in the early
Holocene.
We compare our alkenonebased SST data to the icevolume corrected
planktonic18OrecordofNPS(Figure3b).Althoughtheresolutionofthe18Orecordis













2010)andcoreMD073128 (53°S; this study).Blackarrowsmark the longtermwarming trend
observedoverMIS3 followedbyacooling trend to theLGM inour record. (b)18O recordof
NeogloboquadrinapachydermasinistralfromcoreMD073128(browncurveshowsuncorrected
data;greencurveisicecorrected).Blackarrowsmarklongtermtrends.GraybarsbetweenAand
Bvisualize commonmillennialscalevariability in thealkenoneSSTand the icecorrected 18O








The IRD count record largely parallels the relative percentages of the >150μm
carbonatefree fraction (Figure 4). Most IRD consists of sandsized particles with
generallyminoramountsofgravel.BothrecordsshowhighestvaluesduringlateMIS3
and MIS 2 (~18 and 30 kyr BP) with several centennial to millennialscale pulses
reachingvaluesofup to~8% (>150μmfraction)andcountsofup to~30,000grains.
Themostpronouncedpulsesoccurat~27,23–25,21,19.5–20,and18kyrBP. Inthe





are linked to lowsalinity watermasses and that a C37:4 increase of about 5 to 10%
corresponds to a freshening of one practical salinity unit (PSU) (RosellMelé, 1998;
RosellMeléetal.,2002). It isstillunclear if indeedsalinityhasadirecteffectonthe
C37:4 biosynthesis or if the observed pattern is due to a metabolic difference of
coccolithophoridsendemicofcoldorcoastalwatermasses (Schulzetal.,2000).C37:4
alkenone relative abundances in core MD073128 are very low (<5%) during the
Holocene and during some intervals of MIS 3 (Figure 4d). Values are substantially












anAntarcticdustproxyrecord. (a)NonseasaltcalciumfromEPICADomeC(EDC) (aproxy for
dust content changes in Antarctic icecores) (Fischer et al., 2007). (b) Percentage of >150 μm
carbonatefree sediment fraction. (c) IRD counts. (d) Percentage of tetraunsaturated C37





Total C37 alkenone concentrations varied greatly throughout the last ~60 kyr BP,
rangingfrom9g/gTOCto116g/gTOC(Figure5b).Aclearmillennialscalepatternin



























that almost all the calcium preserved in the sediments derives from biologically
produced carbonate. Carbonate contents reach >50 wt% during the Holocene and
much lowervaluesduring theglacial (~1–9wt%).Aswas thecase for thealkenone




~1.5 and 4.5 wt% in the glacial section (Figure 5d). Organic matter contents are





during the Holocene and fluctuates between 20 and 80% in the glacial (Figure 6a).







Taken together, the biogenic components in our core point tomillennialscale
shifts in the phytoplankton community (siliceous versus calcareous organisms)





from ~0.5‰ during the Holocene and early MIS 3 to minima of ~1.5‰ in MIS 2
(Figure 6d). Superimposed on a pronounced longterm trend towards lower values










biogenic fraction. (c) Opal/carbonate ratio. (d) 13C record ofNeogloboquadrina pachyderma
sinistral.(e)OpalfluxfromtwoSouthernOceancoreslocatedsouthofthePolarFront(Anderson






Despiteageuncertainties, alkenonederivedSSTsandplanktonic18O in coreMD07
3128generally followan“Antarctic timing”asalsoobserved in icecoresandmarine
recordsfurthernorthalongtheChileanmargin,atODPSite1233(Kaiseretal.,2005;






antiphased temperature changes on the Northern and Southern hemispheres that
applies for the last glacial (EPICA Community Members, 2006) and extends into
Termination1(e.g.,Lamyetal.,2007).
Therelatively largeSSTamplitudebothoverTermination1and,onmillennial
timescales, during the last glacial suggests an exceptionally strong SST sensitivity at
siteMD073128. The SST changes areeven larger thanatODPSite1233 (Figure3a)
where~6 °Cglacial SSTcoolinghasbeen interpreted in termsofa~5–6°northward
shiftofthenorthernmarginoftheACCsysteminconnectionwithanexpansionofthe
sea ice cover around Antarctica and a northward displacement of the SWW (e.g.,
Kaiseretal.,2005;Lamyetal.,2004).ConsideringthatourstudyareaofftheStraitof
Magellanispresentlylocated~5°latitudenorthofthepresentSAF(Orsietal.,1995),
our study area could have been in the vicinity or even south of the SAF during the
coldest timesof the lastglacial if substantialnorthwardmovementsoftheSOfronts
occurred.ThisinterpretationwouldimplythatlatitudinalshiftsoftheSOfrontsinthe
SEPacific were much more pronounced than those occurring further west in the
centralPacific(Gersondeetal.,2005)(seealso5.2).StronglatitudinalshiftsoftheSO
fronts have also been derived from a dinoflagellate cyst record of ODP Site 1233







trends in our record differ from those observed at ODP Site 1233 and in EPICA
Antarctic icecore(Figures3aand3c).Weinferthatthesediverginglongtermtrends
reflectregionaldifferences intheSSTevolutionoff theStraitofMagellanmost likely
duetotheimpactofmeltwaterandicebergsoriginatingfromthesouthernPISlocated
close to site MD073128, at least during the LGM. An updated view of glacial and
deglacialchangesintheextensionofthesouthernPIShasbeenrecentlypresentedby
Sugden et al. (2009) based on extensive dating of terrestrial records on the eastern
side of the ice sheet. These data suggest five major advances of the southern PIS
and/or stagnation phases of the deglacial ice retreat, named StagesAE (Figure 4a).
Theoldest StageAhas been tentatively correlated toMIS 4 and is thus beyond the
reachofourmarinerecord.DuringstagesBandC(23.1–25.6kyrBP,and20.4–21.7kyr
BP)glacierswereattheirmaximumextentanddischargeddirectlyontooutwashplains
east of the Andean crest. Particularly Stage B correlates with three pulses of IRD




record. The sameapplies to advanceD at ~17.7 kyr BPduringwhich glacierswhere
morerestrictedandterminatedinlakes(Sugdenetal.,2009).






Maxima inglaciogenicsediment input fromthenorthernPISgenerallycorrelatewith
IRDmaximainourrecordsuggestingcoevalmillennialscalevariationsofthecomplete
PISduringthelastglacial.BothODPSite1233andthecontinentalPatagonianrecords
have been compared to dust input changes inAntarctic ice cores (Kaiser and Lamy,
2010; Sugden et al., 2009) suggesting a mechanistic link of PIS advances to dust
maximainAntarcticainvolvingtheicesheetderivedsupplyoffinegrainedsedimentto
thePatagoniandust sourceareas.Ournew IRD record is largely consistentwith this
interpretationandextendstheterrestrialrecordoficesheetadvancesbackintoMIS3
(Figure 4). Although the comparison to the terrestrial record suggests that our IRD
recordprimarilydocumentsicesheetadvances,weareawarethatwindchangeswere
probably likewise important. Strong SWWwould reduce the offshoremovement of
icebergs from the southern PIS. However, it is likely that during glacier advances
(primarilycoldphasesduringtheglacial)theSWWintensitieswouldhavebeenslightly






extensionwasat itsmaximumduring this time interval. It is likely that thesupplyof
meltwater induced a locally enhanced SST cooling close to the ice sheet margin
consistentwiththefactthatnosimilarlongtermcoolingisobservedatODPSite1233
(or any other high resolution SST records from the Chileanmargin) nor is it seen in
Antarctic icecore records (Figure3). Furthermore, the ice sheet likely supplied large
amounts of meltwater thus reducing sea surface salinities at our site. Reduced
paleosalinity at SiteMD073128 during the glacial are coherentwith higher relative
abundances of C37:4 alkenones (Figure 4d). Higher relative abundances of C37:4
alkenones have been related to reduced surface ocean salinities in particular in the
Nordic Seas (RosellMelé, 1998; RosellMelé et al., 2002) although other studies
suggest that the relationship to paleosalinity is not straightforward (Sikes and Sicre,
2002).RelativeabundancesofC37:4alkenonesappeartobehigherduringmostbutnot




between ice sheet extent and regional paleosalinity, also on shorter scales.
Interestingly,theC37:4alkenonerelativeabundanceremainscomparativelyhighduring
the deglaciation suggesting that relatively fresh surface water conditions persist,
perhapsduetoacontinuoussupplyofmeltwaterduringicesheetretreat(Sugdenet
al.,2009).
Our icevolumecorrectedplanktonic18OrecordofNPSgenerally follows the
alkenonederivedSSTchangesduringtheTerminationandtheglacialmillennialscale
variations (Figure 3) suggesting that paleosalinity changes induced by meltwater
supplydidnotpenetratedeepenough into thewatercolumntobe recordedby the







in the biogenic fraction during the last glacial while a marked and continuous
decreasing trend characterized the period from the deglacial to the early Holocene
(Figure 6b). This pattern is opposite to the ones of total C37 alkenones and CaCO3
(Figures5b,5c,6a).Superimposedonthisoveralltrend,largefluctuationsinboththe
siliceousand carbonateproxiesonmillennial timescaleswere recorded inour core,
intimatelyrelatedtofluctuations inalkenonederivedSST(Figures5and6).Although
we recognize that the biogenic proxies can be affected by preservational/diagenetic
factorsorsedimentfocussingthatmaycomplicatetheirinterpretation,takentogether
theystronglypoint to shifts inphytoplanktoncompositionover thepast~60kyrBP.
Basedon theoversimplifiedpicturegivenby theopalandcarbonatecontents in the
biogenicfractionandtheopal/carbonateratios(Figure6a,6band6c),wesuggestthat
increased opal contents during colder intervals through the last glacial imply an
increase in the contribution of siliceous (diatoms) versus calcareous organisms
(coccolithsandforaminifera).
Althoughmany factors can affect the opal preservation inmarine sediments,
i.e. therateofopalproduction,sinkingratethroughthewatercolumn, temperature
bothinsurfaceandbottomwaters(Bradtmilleretal.,2009;Nelsonetal.,1995),and
ecological properties of the speciesmust be taken into accountwhen studying opal
accumulationinthesediments(e.g.,Abelmannetal.,2006),modernsedimentsinthe
Chilean fjords (41º–55ºS), including thewestern entrance of the Strait ofMagellan,
reveal high contents of biogenic opal (%SiOPAL ~1–13) strongly associated with high




forming diatoms dominate the phytoplankton community in the Strait of Magellan
region, recording maximum abundances during austral spring (Iriarte et al., 1993;
2001;Magazzuetal.,1996).Bothbiomassandprimaryproductionareinfluencedby
exchangemechanismswith theopenoceanat thewesternopeningof theMagellan
Strait and are strongly associated with the entrance of SAAW, which carries
macronutrientssuchasnitrateandorthophosphatethatfertilizethearea(Sieversand




last glacial period off southern South America (south of 50°S). However, there is
widespread evidence for an increase in diatom export production in the glacial SO
north of themodern SAF (Anderson et al., 1998;Charles et al., 1991;Kumar et al.,
1995)thatisingoodagreementwithourpaleoproductivityresults(Figures5and6).In
themodernSOsouthoftheAntarcticPF,diatomsarekeyplayersinexportingorganic
carbon to the seafloor (Honjo, 2004) and the “opal belt” is located within and just
southoftheAntarcticPF(Kumaretal.,1995),whileinthesubAntarcticZonenorthof
the PF, the biological pump is driven by calcareous organisms dominated by
coccolithophorids (Honjo, 2004; Kumar et al., 1995). Sediments accumulated in the
AtlanticsectoroftheSOrevealedthatopalburialratesincreasedseveralfoldnorthof






into consideration thatour record ispresently located~5ºnorthof themodernSAF
(Figure1a),theincreasedopalcontentsofthebiogenicfractionatourcoresiteduring
colderintervalsthroughthelastglacial(Figure6)suggeststhatthesiliceousoozebelt





(e.g., Toggweiler et al., 2006). Although we have not performed detailed diatom
speciesanalyses,shipboarddatabasedonafewsmearslidesshowedthepresenceof
Antarctic/Subantarctic diatoms such as Fragilariopsis kerguelensis and Eucampia





An increase in diatom export production during glacial times has been
suggested as one possible cause for the marked decrease in atmospheric CO2
concentrations (Andersonetal.,1998;SarmientoandToggweiler,1984),as recorded
in Antarctic ice cores (Petit et al., 1999). Alternativemechanisms suggest however,
thatvariationsinseaiceextent(Francoisetal.,1997;StephensandKeeling,2000),and
changes in the SO stratification along with a latitudinal shifts of the SWW are
responsible for glacial/interglacial CO2 variability (see review in Toggweiler et al.,
2006).Enhancedglacialproductivityhasalsobeenassociatedwithan increase inthe
supply of iron to the surface ocean, from increased atmospheric dust deposition
(Martin, 1990). Changes in dust flux to Antarctica were associated with an
expansion/retreatofthePIS,eastoftheAndes(Sugdenetal.,2009).Consideringthat
our core is located to thewestof theAndesCordillera, an increase in ironrichdust
cannotexplaintheincreaseinsiliceouscontentrecordedduringthelastglacialperiod
inourstudyarea(Figures6band6c).
The glacialinterglacial shift in the species compositionof phytoplanktonover
the past ~60 kyr BP, as strongly suggested by our biogenic proxies (diatoms over
coccoliths) (Figure 6), could be a response to a combination of processes, such as a
glacial northwardmigration/expansion of the frontal systems and/or changes in the
supplyofsilicadeliveredtothesurfaceocean,promotingthegrowthofdiatomsatthe
expenses of coccolithophorids. Because the contribution of diatoms to the total
phytoplanktoncommunitylargelydependsonthesilicasuppliedtotheeuphoticlayer




to lower latitudes and reached our core site via circulation pathways. Evidence for
enhancedglacialnutrient supply to siteMD073128 comes fromourplanktonic13C
record (Figure 6d). In general terms, this record is characterized by large glacial
interglacial amplitudes as previously observed in the subantarctic Atlantic sector
(Ninnemann and Charles, 1997). Substantially lower 13C during MIS 2 points to
strongly increased availability of nutrients in (sub) surface waters (depth habitat of
NPS).
Onmillennial timescales, low13Cvaluescloselycorrelate tomaxima inopal
content in the biogenic fraction and opal/carbonate ratios andminima in alkenone
concentrations, carbonate, and SST (Figures 5 and 6). This pattern suggests
pronounced variations in nutrient supply paralleling the temperature and
paleoproductivity changes likewise on shorter timescales. Anderson et al. (2009)
observed importantchanges inopalfluxes intheSOsouthofthePF(Figure6e)with





consistent with reduced opal sedimentation in the subantarctic zone during warm
intervals(Figure6).ThisantiphasedsiliceousproductivitypatternintheAntarcticand
Subantarctic zones has been previously described primarily for glacial/interglacial
changes(e.g.,Andersonetal.,1998)andappearstobepresentalsoonmillennialtime
scales and is, as our SST record, fully consistentwith the bipolar seesaw concept of
antiphasedtemperaturechangesontheNorthernandSouthernhemispheres.
The substantiallyhigheropal contentof thebiogenic fractionatour core site
during relatively colderphases ofMIS 3 (Figure 6b) seems to respond to largescale
processesinvolvingbasinwidechangesinSOoceanography.However,localprocesses
can also be invoked. If we look in detail, a period of comparatively less opal was
detectedbetween~25and~19kyrBP(Figures6band6c),closelyconnectedwiththe
longtermcoolingperiodrecorded inourpaleotemperature record (Figure5a)which
wemayassociatewithvariations intheextentofthesouthernPIS (Figure4).During
this interval,thelargesizereachedbythesouthernPIS,asstronglysuggestedbythe
high abundances of IRD in the >150 μm size fraction and tetraunsaturated C37
alkenone maxima, should have freshened the surface waters around the Strait of
Magellan by melting of icebergs inducing a strong water column stratification that
wouldhavedeepenedthenutricline, limitingthenutrientrenewalatthesurfaceand
thusreducingdiatomproductivity.Apparently,thiswatercolumnstratificationdidnot
reach thedepthhabitatofNPS since the strongestminima inour13C recordoccur
duringMIS2(Figure6d).
Following this period of comparatively lower opal contents that seem to be
relatedtolocalprocessesinvolvingPIS’sfluctuations,theopallevelsdiminishedeven
further (Figures 6b and 6c) coinciding with the deglacial increase in the alkenone
derivedSST (Figure5a).Basedonthisdecreasewe inferapolewarddisplacementof
thecircumpolarfrontalsystemthatleadtoapolewardshiftofthesiliceousoozebelt,
resulting indecreaseddiatomproductivity in the studyarea. This assumption is also
supportedbymodelstudies(Toggweileretal.,2006)andisconsistentwiththestrong
enhancementofopalsedimentationsouthofthePF(Andersonetal.,2009)(Figure6e)
that showed that the poleward shift of the SWW occurred at the beginning of the




Our multiproxy paleoceanographic records from the southernmost Chilean margin
(53°S) allow resolving millennialscale pattern in the Southeast Pacific sector. The





north off Chile as well as in the SW Pacific. We find that antiphased siliceous
productivity pattern in the Antarctic and Subantarctic zones previously primarily
describedforglacial/interglacialchanges(Andersonetal.,1998)appeartobepresent
atmillennialtimescales.





We provide the first continuous IRD record of the Pacific margin of the PIS.
GenerallyhighercontentsofIRDduringlateMIS3andtheLGMcanbeinterpretedas
advances of the ice sheet or reduced westward migration of icebergs due to a
northward displacement and/or regional weakening of the Southern Westerlies.
SuperimposedmillennialscaleIRDvariationscorrelate(withinageuncertainties)with
dust inputchangesrecordedinAntarctic icecores implyingacausal linkbetweenice
advances and dust availability, as previously suggested (Sugden et al., 2009).
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The Chilean fjords offer unique opportunities to study Southern Hemisphere
paleoenvironmental changes during the Holocene. Here we provide new high
resolutionalkenonederivedseasurfacetemperature(SST)datafromsedimentcores
collectedwithin thecorezoneof thesouthernwesterlywindbelt (MD073124,51°S
and JPC42, 50°S) covering the past ~11 thousand years (kyr). Our continuous, 14C
dated alkenonebased SST records show consistently warmer than presentday
temperatures except for the past ~0.6 kyr. However, the records do not exhibit a
particularearlyHoloceneclimatewarmingaspreviouslydescribedforthecontinental
marginfurthernorthoffChile.OnlytheinnerfjordcoreJPC42showsslightlywarmer




sealevel, enhanced advection of colder and fresher inner fjord water, stronger
westerlywind,andreducedlocalsummerinsolation.AstrongdecreaseinSSTofca.2
°C towardmodern temperatures characterizes the latest Holocene. Our comparison





feature affecting an area of ca. 10° latitude from ~41°S to ~51°S. In the offshore
records(GeoB33131;41°SandGeoB7186;44°S)thiscoolinghasasubstantiallylower
amplitude compared with the highest amplitude recorded in the Jacaf fjord (PC33;







The Holocene (since ~11.6 ka BP) has been traditionally considered as a period
characterizedbyrelativelystableclimateconditionswhencomparedtothelastglacial
period (Denton and Karlen, 1973). However,more recent work suggests substantial
Holoceneclimatevariabilityonalargerangeoftimescales(e.g.,Mayewskietal.,2004;
Wanneretal.,2008), includingquasicyclic fluctuationsas forexampleshownbythe
Holocene“Bondcycles”intheNorthAtlanticregion(O'Brienetal.,1995;Bondetal.,
1997;Bondetal.,2001).
In the Southern Hemisphere, paleoclimate archives from Antarctica and the
Southern Ocean reveal contrasting results pointing to a complex temperature
evolution throughout theHolocene (Ciais et al., 1992;Massonet al., 2000;Masson
Delmotte et al., 2004;Nielsen et al., 2004;Bentley et al., 2009;Moros et al., 2009;
Divine et al., 2010). An early Holocene Climatic Optimum (11.5–9 kyr BP) has been
widespreaddocumentedinAntarctic icecorerecords,withtemperaturesupto~2°C
warmerthanpresent(e.g.,Massonetal.,2000)).Thereafter, longtermtrends inthe
ice core records partly deviate as largescale Antarctic cooling during the Holocene,
which is locallycompensatedbyadecrease in the icesheetelevation in responseto
icesheet dynamics (MassonDelmotte et al., 2004). However, a secondary mid
Holocenetemperaturemaximumbetween~8and6kyrBPseemstobeimportant in
theRossSeaareawhereasineasternAntarcticasomerecordsshowaweaksecondary
warming between ~6 and 3 kyr BP (Masson et al., 2000). Furthermore, the icecore
recordssuggestaconsistentmulticentennialscaletemperaturepatterninAntarctica
over the Holocene with a cyclicity of ~830 years (Masson et al., 2000; Masson
Delmotteetal.,2004).
Marine and lacustrine records around the Antarctic Peninsula confirm the
complexity of the Holocene temperature evolution as maximum warming was
registeredduringdifferenttimeintervalsintheearlytomiddleHolocene(e.g.,Bentley




sector of the Southern Ocean (50°–53°S) reveal an early Holocene temperature
optimum and the onset of cooling and seaice expansion between ~9 and 7 kyr BP
(BianchiandGersonde,2004;Nielsenetal.,2004).Earlierworkinthisregionsuggested
increasedicerafteddetritustothesubantarcticSouthAtlanticstartingabruptlyat~5.5
kyrBP interpreted in termsof theonsetof thesocalledNeoglacialphasecoinciding
withafurtheradvanceofseaicecoveraroundAntarctica(Hodelletal.,2001;Iizukaet
al.,2008).
The expression of these Holocene climate fluctuations  in the Chilean fjord
region (~42°–55°S), the closest landmass toAntarctica, is still notwell documented





modernvalues. Thereafter, temperaturesgraduallydeclined reachingmodernvalues
(~14°C)inthelateHolocene.TheearlyHoloceneoptimumwasnotdocumentedinthe
higherresolutionSSTrecordfromcoreGeoB33131(samelocationasODPSite1233)
(Lamyetal., 2002) since itonly covered thepast~8kyr. In this record, a secondary
middle Holocene warming is observed at 5–6 kyr BP with SSTs generally declining
afterward towards the lateHolocene ina similar fashionas thecomparatively lower
resolutionSSTrecordfromSite1233.Furthernorth,aSSTrecordlocatedat~30°S(De
PolHolzetal.,2006;Kaiseretal.,2008)displaysaslightlydelayedoptimumwarming
that lasted longer, i.e. into themiddle Holocene and cooling thereafter. Off central
Chileat~33°S,thewarmestHoloceneSSTwasfoundbetween~7.5and6kyrBP.This
warm phase was preceded by an early Holocene cold interval that ended with a
pronounced warming of ~2.5 °C between 8 and 7.5 kyr BP (Kim et al., 2002). The
reasonforthisearlyHolocenecoldphaseremainsunclear.
TheearlytomiddleHolocenetemperaturemaximumappearstocoincidewith






Circumpolar Current (ACC) during this period has been proposed (e.g.,Kaiser et al.,
2005). New precipitation reconstructions of the SWW core zone in the southern
Chilean fjord region suggest enhanced SWW in the early Holocene that decrease
during the middle and late Holocene (Lamy et al., 2010).Taken together, these





Here we provide new highresolution records of SST variability covering the
completeHolocene in theChilean fjordregion(CanalConcepciónat~51°SandCanal
Wideat~50°S,bothsiteslocatedwithinthecoreoftheSWW)thatwillhelpfillthegap
of paleoclimate information between high and midlatitudes of South America. In






TheChilean fjord region, locatedbetween~42°and55°Son thewestern sideof the
AndesCordillera,isakeyareatostudyhighresolutionclimatechangesasitistheonly
landmassintersectingtheSWW,whichareakeyelementinregionalclimatechange.
Maximum precipitation of westerly origin is recorded between ~50° and 55°S and








and the Cape Horn Current (CHC) flowing southward, both transporting Pacific
subantarcticwaters(SAAW)(e.g., (Strubetal.,1998;SieversandSilva,2008)(Fig.1).
Large latitudinal SST gradients (>5 °C) characterize the oceanic area adjacent to the
Chilean fjord region (Fig. 1). Annual SSTs (WorldOceanAtlas 2009; (Locarnini et al.,




the fjord region, due to the permanent confluence of fresh and marine waters.
PrevailingstrongSWWconstantlysupplyPacificSAAW(0–100m)thatpenetratesinto
the fjords (Palma and Silva, 2004). Depending on the continental shelf bathymetry,
deeper water masses such as Equatorial Subsurface Water (100–300 m) may only



















2009). Black arrows represent the oceanic surface circulation: the PerúChile Current (PCC)
flowing equatorward and the Cape Horn Current (CHC) flowing poleward, both transporting
Pacificsubantarcticwater(SAAW).Reddots(leftpanel)indicatethesedimentcoresanalyzedin
this study (MD073124 and JPC42), and the black ones refer to previously published records








several Chilean cruises in austral spring, summer, and winter within the CIMAR
Program (Cruceros de Investigación Marina en Áreas Remotas; Marine Research
CruisesinRemoteAreas)whereasfarthersouthonlyaustralspringdataareavailable
(http://www.shoa.cl/n_cendhoc/index.html). Compared to SST data in the adjacent
open ocean (Table 2), temperatures in the fjords are generally colder with an
increasing offset towards the interior fjords. These colder temperatures reflect the
increasingcontributionofEWandtheinfluenceofcolderairtemperaturesinland(e.g.
Schneideretal.,2003).AnnualSSTrangeswithin the fjordscanonlybeestimated in
the northernmost regionwhere they appear to be lower than at the same latitude
offshore reflecting the cold summer SSTs in the fjord most likely due to enhanced
glaciermeltwaterinput.
Although overall the Chilean fjord region is characterized by downwelling
conditionsduetothepermanentinfluenceoftheSWW,astrongtemporalvariability
inphytoplanktonproductivityhasbeenrecorded,withadominanceofchainforming
diatoms during austral spring (October/November) (Iriarte et al., 1993; Iriarte et al.,
2001;AlvesdeSouza et al., 2008;González et al., 2010). This spring phytoplankton
bloom has been related to an increase in solar radiation resulting in an extended
photoperiod during the springmonths which promotes the growth of diatoms in a
nutrientrepletewatercolumn(Gonzálezetal.,2010).
Our paleorecords are based on two sediment cores: Core MD073124 was
retrievedfromtheCanalConcepción(at~51°S)andischaracterizedbyacomparatively
strongmarineinfluence.Thesecondcore(JPC42)islocatedtotheeastoftheEuropa





Chilean fjord region. Core MD073124 (22.25 m length) was retrieved from Canal
Concepción(50°30.96’S;74°58.33’W;564mwaterdepth) in2007duringtheXVMD
159PACHIDERMEcruiseonboardR/VMarionDufresne.Thesecondcore,JPC42(12.5
m length),was recoveredbetweentheEuropaandPenguin fjords in theCanalWide
(49°54.901’S;74°22.646’W;904mwaterdepth) in2005duringtheNBP0505Palmer
CruisewithRVIBN.B.Palmer.CoreMD073124wassampledat8cmintervals,which
are equivalent to a mean temporal resolution of ~100 years and core JPC42 was
sampled at continuous 3cm intervals corresponding to a mean resolution of ~110
years.













The chronology of core MD073124 is constrained by 15 accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) radiocarbon dates (14C) (Fig. 2; Table 1) on mixed samples of
planktonic foraminifera. 14Cageswereconverted tocalibratedcalendaryearsbefore
present (kyr BP) using the IntCal09 software (Reimer et al., 2009). 14Cages were
correctedforalocalreservoirageof780yearsobtainedfromcoreJPC42(seebelow).
Sedimentation rates reach an average of 4.6 m/kyr during the early Holocene
decreasingto~1.3m/kyrinthemiddleandlateHolocene.TheagemodelforcoreJPC
42 is based on 7 AMS14C dates on shell fragments (Fig. 2; Table 1). Sedimentation












Figure 2. Agedepth relationship and sedimentation rate for cores MD073124 (Canal
























1110 30 780 330

0.38
1.25 1690 30 780 910 0.85
2.30 2830 35 780 2050 2,01
3.10 3295 30 780 2515 2.60
4.30 4230 40 780 3450 3.69
5.60 5280 35 780 4500 5.17
6.65 6050 30 780 5270 6.06
7.0 6380 40 780 5600 6.36




10.30 8040 60 780 7260 8.09
13.83 8840 55 780 8060 8.94
15.38 9090 45 780 8310 9.35
16.38 9360 45 780 8580 9.53
































































For coreMD073124 (Canal Concepción), longchain alkenones (C37) were extracted
from 3–5 g of powdered freezedried sediment using solvent of decreasing polarity
(MeOH, MeOH/CH2Cl2, CH2Cl2). Organic extracts were saponificated to avoid
interferenceswith coeluting C36fatty acidmethyl esters using 0.1 N KOH and then
partitioned intoBondsilicacolumnusingCH2Cl2 (alcanesandketones’sfraction).The
fraction containing the alkenones was analyzed by gas chromatography with flame
ionizationdetection(GCFID).GCFIDquantificationwasdonebyaninternalstandard
method using 2nanodecanonce (C19H38O). Alkenonemeasurements on coreMD07
3124wereperformedattheUniversityofBremen,Germany.
ForcoreJPC42(CanalWide)andthesurfacesediments,alkenoneanalyseswere
done in the laboratoryofmarineorganic chemistryof theUniversityofConcepción,
Chile, according to the methodology described by Prahl and Wakeham (1987) and
Prahletal.(1988).About3gofwetsedimentwereextractedwithdichloromethane
methanol. Prior to extraction, a recovery standard (nheptacosanone)was added to
the sediment. The lipid fraction was subjected to column chromatography. The
fractionscontainingC37alkenoneswereconcentratedanddissolvedinisooctaneand
5cholestane,andthenaninternalstandard(C27alkenones)wasadded;thefractions
were analyzed in a Shimadzu Gas Chromatograph equippedwith a capillary column
(Rtx5m,0.22m,0.32mmi.d.×30m,J&WScientific)andaflameionizationdetector.
Forallsamples,wedeterminedthesimplifiedalkenoneunsaturationindex(UK´37)
(PrahlandWakeham, 1987).Using the calibrationequationproposedbyPrahletal.
(1988) we converted the UK´37 index into SST values (U
K´
37= 0.034T + 0.039). The







Alkenonederived SST was reliably quantified in 19 out of the 26 surface sediment
samples analyzed from theChilean fjord region (Fig. 1; Table 2).No alkenone signal
was foundnear to LagunaSanRafaelat46.5°S (CF7BC27,28;PalmerKC03;13;15–
16),anareathat ispresentlyunderstrong influenceofglaciermeltwaterandhaving
salinitiesbetween22.2and23.2psu.




BocadelGuafo (11.5 °C;CF7BC01),entranceofCanalMoraleda (11.2 °C;CF7BC06)
andthemouthofCanalPuyuhuapi(11.5°C;CF7BC42).SSTdiminishesslightlytothe




Magallan Strait region, the highest SST corresponds to the sample close to Punta





Summary of the surface sediment samples analyzed from the Chilean fjord region.
CoreswerecollectedduringCIMARFIORDO(CF)7,Palmer(P)andBeagle(B)cruises.In
situseasonalSSTdatawerecomparedwithSSTdataobtainedfromtheWorldOcean
Atlas (WOA 2009) and alkenonederived SST. In situ SST data (CTD)weremeasured
during several Chilean CF cruises in northern (CF4 austral summer; CF7 austral



























NorthernPatagonia       
BocadelGuafo
(CF7BC01)














































































































CentralPatagonia       
FiordoPenguin
(PalmerKC41)





















50.516 74.9721 564  8.2/8.0 /10 9.0 10.4
SouthernPatagonia       
SenoAltamirazgo
(PalmerKC76)












































Weconstructed continuousalkenonederivedSST records that cover thepast~8kyr





mostly 13 °C. Intermediate values characterize the early part of themidHolocene
andthelateHolocenefrom~4to1kyrBP.ApronouncedSSTdropof~2°Cisrecorded
between ~1.1 and 0.6 kyr BP. Thereafter, large shortterm fluctuations occur with
amplitudesexceeding2 °Cover thepast600years.A fewof suchshorttermevents
thatareoftendocumentedbyonlyonesingledatapointarealsopresentintheearlier
partoftherecord(Fig.3).
For core MD073124 (Canal Concepción), alkenoneSSTs oscillate between a
maximumof12.7°Cat5.4kyrBP(midHolocene)andaminimumof9.8°Cat0.3kyr
BP (latest Holocene) (Fig. 3). The SST record does not reveal pronounced longterm
trends. SSTs fluctuate around 12 °C duringmost of the Holocenewith a number of
multicentennialscaleandshortertermfluctuationsoftheorderof1–2°C.Themost
importantofthesehighfrequencyvariationsisanabruptSSTdropof>2°C(from12.7
°C to 10.1 °C) at ~5.4 kyr BP lasting until ~4.7 kyr BP. An additional cold event is
recorded at 6.2 kyr BP. In the latestHolocene, since ~0.9 kyr BPweobserve a very













Basedona largenumberofmodernsediments fromtheglobalocean, it isgenerally
assumedthatalkenonederivedSSTrepresentsmeanannualSST(Mülleretal.,1998).
However, there have also been studies that suggested that alkenone
paleotemperaturesareseasonallyskewed,particularlyinpolarlatitudes(e.g.,Sikeset
al.,1997).WithintheChileanfjordregion,noinformationisavailableonthepreferred
productivity season for alkenoneproducing haptophytes and modern SST
measurements(insituSST)arerestrictedtotheaustralspringandwinterseasons.We
compareouralkenonederivedSSTvalues fromsurfacesediments to theavailable in
situSSTdataforthedifferentseasonsandWorldOceanAtlas2009data(Locarniniet
al., 2010) from the same latitudedirectly offshore in theopenocean (Table 2).Our
comparisonshowsthatintheNorthernPatagoniaFjordregion,alkenonederivedSST
largelycorrespondstospringinsitutemperatures(Table2).Furthersouth(centraland
southern Patagonia), alkenone SST are warmer than spring in situ temperatures.
Unfortunately, there are no summer in situ SST data available from this region.
ComparedtotheWorldOceanAtlas2009data,alkenoneSSTsapproachsummerSST






related to the latitudinal gradients of light and temperature. AlvesdeSouza et al.
(2008) demonstrated a heterogeneous temporal and spatial phytoplankton
distribution in terms of abundance and composition in the Chilean Fjord region.
Phytoplanktonconcentrationswerehighest(182cellsL1104)intheareabetween48°
and 52°S mainly in spring, whereas in the Magellan Strait area (53°S), the highest
concentrations(98cellsL1104)wereobservedinspring–summer.Thenanoflagellates
showed the largest spatial differences in the phytoplankton composition with the
highestabundancesinsummerandautumninthesouthernarea.Althoughnodetailed
information isavailableon thepreferredproductivity season foralkenoneproducing
haptophytesintheChileanfjords,thedominanceofnanoplanktonduringpostbloom
events during spring  in northern Patagonia fjords, and pico and nanoplankton in
summerautumn in southernmost Patagonia fjords has been previously reported
(Iriarteetal.,1993;Magazzuetal.,1996;Gonzálezetal.,2010).
Recently, Prahl et al. (2010) showed that alkenone SSTs in the subarctic NE




mean annual SSTs. Based on a few samples from the Southeast Pacific off southern
Chile,PrahlandcoworkersfurthershowedthatthissummeroffsetofalkenoneSSTsis
less pronounced (~1 °C) in the Southern Hemisphere because the seasonal








and ~41°S (Fig. 4a) (Kaiser et al., 2005), and from Antarctic icecore records (e.g.,
Massonetal.,2000).Furthermore,theearlyHolocenewarmingislikewisevisibleina
low resolution alkenone SST record from the continental margin off southernmost
Chile (MD073128; ~53°S; (Caniupán et al., submitted)). In contrast, our SST record
fromcoreMD073124(Fig.4e)locatedrelativelyclosetothePacificdoesnotreveala















point runningaverage.Verticalgreybar indicates thegeneral cooling trendobserved inall the
recordsfromtheChileanmarginfrom~41°to~51°S.
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presence of alkenones throughout the past ~11 kyr in Canal Concepción clearly
documents marine conditions back to the early Holocene consistent with shelf sill
depths of ~6070m and a global sealevel of ~40m at 11 kyr BP (e.g., Fairbanks,
1989). However, due to the lower sealevel, the flow of open oceanwater into the
fjord systemwas significantly reducedduring theearlyHolocene.At the same time,




induced by higher precipitation and runoff (Lamy et al., 2010). The enhanced early
Holocene precipitation has been related to stronger westerly winds that might
additionallyhaveimpoundedthecolderEWinsightthefjords.Thefactthatalkenones
in our secondmoreproximal core JPC42 areonly present after ~8 kyr BPpoints to
substantially reduced surface water salinities in the inner fjords during the early








central and southern Patagoniamost likely reflect summer temperatures. Though it
hasbeensuggestedthatlocalinsolationchangesareonlyaminorfactor(Lamyetal.,
2010), these changes might be more important inside the fjords. Therefore, we
suggestthatreducedlocalsummerinsolationcouldhavebeenanadditionalfactorfor
explaining the relatively coldearlyHolocene SSTswithin the fjords compared to the
warmeropenoceanreconstructions.
Our more inland record from core JPC42 (Fig. 4d) shows a slightly warmer
intervalfrom6to4kyrBPduringthemiddleHolocenethatmaypartlycorrespondto
thesecondarymiddleHolocenewarmingobservedoffshoreat41°S(Lamyetal.,2002)
(Fig.4a).ThismiddleHolocenewarming isnotapparent in theSST record fromcore
MD073124 (Fig. 4e) which is characterized by comparatively large shortterm SST
variability of the order of 1–2 °C during this time interval. A pronounced cooling of
~2.5°C lasting from ~5.4 to 4.7 kyr BP at Canal Concepción coincideswith the first,
relativelylimited,NeoglacialadvanceintheSouthernAndes(Glasseretal.,2004;Kilian
etal.,submitted).ThisadvanceoccursafterseaicecoveraroundAntarcticaincreased
at ~5.5 kyrBP (Hodell et al., 2001; Iizukaet al., 2008). Interestingly, the SST cooling
during this event is less pronounced in our inner fjord record JPC42 (~1.4°C)which
should document a potential cooling effect of advancing glaciers from the Southern
Patagonianicefieldevenbetter.ThismaysuggestaSouthernOceanoriginofthefirst
Neoglacial cooling signal consistentwith the seaice advance aroundAntarctica. The
SST record from core GeoB 33131 at 41°S also shows a cooling after the middle
Holocenewarmingwhichis,however,lesspronouncedoftheorder~1°C(Fig.4a).








SST record from the Jacaf Fjord, located in northern Patagonia at ~44°S (Fig. 4c)








continuous cooling trend in the continentalmargin sitesGeoB33131 (41°S; Fig. 4a)
and GeoB 7186 (44°S; Fig. 4b) (Lamy et al., 2002;Mohtadi et al., 2007) which has
howeverasmalleramplitudeofonly~1–1.5°C.Thiscoolingtrendstartsat~0.85kyrin
thenorthernrecordbutsignificantlyearlier(at~1.3kyrBP)at44°Sdirectlyoffshoreof
the Jacaf Fjord record. Taken together, the available SST records from the Chilean
fjords and the adjacent continental margin all show a pronounced late Holocene
coolingsuggestingthecoolingwasnotalocaleventbutaregionalfeatureaffectingan
areaofca.10°latitudefrom~41°to51°S.Theexacttiminganddurationofthecooling
varies between sites by a few hundred years. Whether this is a consequence of
radiocarbon dating uncertainties including local reservoir age changes is difficult to
assess. SSTs generally remain cool or cool even further after the main shift in the
offshore Pacific records and the comparatively open Canal Concepción. Both more
inland located fjord records (Jacaf andCanalWide) show, on theother hand,major
fluctuations over the past 700 years. This feature is more similar to the recent





Recent glacier reconstructions in the Chilean Fjord Region show five major
advancesduringtheNeoglaciationsince~5.5kyrBP.Thefirstadvancecoincideswitha
major cooling in our SST records as discussed above. However, the following three
glacieradvancesbetween~4.1–3.8kyrBP,~2.2–2.3kyrBP,and~1.1to0.87kyrBPfall
into relatively warm intervals in our SST records suggesting a predominant
precipitationcontroloftheseadvances(Kilianetal.,submitted).Onlythefinaladvance
starting at ~0.65 BP and extending until the last century coincides with our cool
intervalafterthemajorlateHolocenecoolingatthetransitionoftheMWPtotheLIA.
Therefore,Kilianetal.(submitted)deriveapredominanttemperaturecontrolforthis
LIA advance. A recent precipitation reconstruction based on welldated stalagmites









that alkenone SSTs do not represent annual mean temperatures. Instead, they
resemble austral spring temperatures in the northern fjords and austral summer
further south, suggesting a delayed productivity season of alkenoneproducing
nanoplanktontowardsthesouth.
AlkenoneSSTsinourtwodowncorerecordsfromtheCanalConcepciónandthe
Canal Wide show warmer than present temperatures over most of the Holocene
exceptforthepast~0.6kyrandacentennialscalecoolingcenteredat~5kyrBP.There
is no evidence of a particular warming in the early Holocene as found in Chilean
continental margin records and other Southern Hemisphere temperaturerelated
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4.3 Accumulationsensitivity of Holocene glacier in the superhumid
southernmostAndes





















Recent glacier retreat has been primarily ascribed to global warming through
enhanced summer ablation.However, themass balance of glaciers depends alsoon
snow accumulation especially in temperatemountain ranges. For theHolocene, the




reconstructions.We show that themost extended glacier advances were driven by
strongly increased accumulation and only minor temperature changes. Therefore,
Holocene glacier advances in superhumid environments may also occur during
relativelywarmperiodswithenhancedsnowaccumulation.

On a global scale, Holocene glacier fluctuations are often ascribed to
temperature and related ablation changes (Anderson and Mackintosh, 2006),
especially during the past few centuries (Oerlemans, 2005). However, other studies
andglaciermassbalancemodellingsuggeststhatwintersnowaccumulationandthus
precipitation related to atmospheric circulation changes plays a major role in









climatic factorsmay influence glacier flow dynamics and thus affect glacier lengths.





have been used to depict climate linkages on regional and global scales (Fig. S1).
However, a more profound knowledge of the complex glacierclimate linkage is
urgentlyrequired inorderto improveourestimatesoffutureglacierresponseunder
global warming scenarios (Lemke et al., 2007), particularly in areas where
accumulationchangesplayanimportantrole.
Onesuchareaare thesuperhumidSouthernAndeswhere littleglaciological
and paleoclimatological data have been provided so far. Nevertheless, it has been
previouslyhypothesized that glaciers locatedat thewindward sideof theAndesare
primarilyaccumulationdrivenandglaciersontheleeward,lesshumidsidearemainly
ablationcontrolled (Warren and Sugden, 1993). Most available glaciological data
comesfromthelesshumideasternsideoftheAndesnorthof48°S,becauseveryfew
moraines are preserved onland in the western fjord system (Glasser et al., 2004).
Furthermore, the dating of advances is problematic, since it is based either on 14C
minimum ages (through dating of soil or plant relicts on top of moraines) and/or
cosmogenic exposure dates with age uncertainties of several hundred years (e.g.
Douglass et al., 2005). More exact dendrochronological methods have only been
applied for the most recent advances during the Little Ice Age (LIA) (e.g Koch and
Kilian,2005;Masiokasetal.,2009;Neukometal.,2010).Besidestheweakagecontrol,

























2000) and the GCN (200 km2) (Schneider et al., 2007). We utilize changes in the
chemical composition of the predominantly finegrained terrigenous sediments as
proxies for longdistance transport and deposition of glacial clay throughout the
Holocene(Figs.2and3).GlacialclayfromthegranitoidcatchmentoftheSPIFandGCN
glaciers is illiterich and thus characterised by high K/Si ratios. Additionally,
allochthonous glacial clay can be distinguished by higher Al/Si ratios mirroring
enhanced clay/silt ratios. The timing, extent, and duration of Neoglacial Holocene
glacieradvancesisconfirmedthroughanumberofwelldatedproximalsedimentand
speleothem records in four selected areas (Fig. 1) (see material and methods;
supportingonlinematerial).Fromnorthtosouth,theseincludethePeelFjord(located
closetotheSPIF;Figs.S3andS4),thewestern(Figs.S5S7)aswellaseastern(Fig.S8)
sides of theGCN, and the smaller ArthuroMountain glacier systemwith a ~12 km2
catchmenton the Santa Ines Islandat ~53°S (Fig. S9 and S10). In all proximal areas,
extensive terrestrial and subaquatic (bathymetrical and echosound databased)






Figure 1.Area of investigation in the southern Andes between 50° to 54°Swhere the highest
present day annual precipitation (inset map after New et al., 2002) marks the core of the
SouthernWesterlywindbelt.ThesedimentcoresMD073124andPALM2withrelatedpossible
pathways of Andean glacial clay (white arrows) are indicated. The four areas of detailed




The best documented and most extended Holocene glacier advance A4
occurred from ~2.3 to 2.2 kyr BP. This advance overran all older less extended
Holocene moraines and e.g. abraded the sediments of Lake Arthuro on Santa Ines
Island (Fig. S9) and from a shallow fjord basin along the Peel fjord (Fig. S3). The
beginningofA4waspreciselydatedby thestalagtiteGC1,whichwas removed from
the roof of an open cave within the GCN moraine belt when an advancing glacier
enteredthecave.Thisstalagtitewasgrowingcontinuouslyfrom8.0to2.35kyrBP(see
material andmethods; supportingonlinematerial) (Fig. S7). Furtherevidencecomes


















notextendedmuch further thanmodernglaciers.Therefore,wehave to relyonour
distalglacialclayrecords(MD073124andPALM2)inordertoderiveearlyHolocene
glacier advances. Both cores extend to the earlyHolocene and reveal a pronounced
longterm trend of increasing glacial clay contents culminating in the late Holocene
suggesting generally increasing glaciers in the course of the Holocene (Fig. 2) (see
materialandmethods;supportingonlinematerial).Afirstcentennialscaleincreasein
glacial clay contents occurs in both distal cores from~9 to 8 kyr BP (A1; Fig. 2AD),




eastern GCN (dated to 5.4 kyr BP (see material and methods; supporting online
material). A2 was registered also at several other glaciers of Patagonia (Fig. 3B)
(Glasser et al., 2004) and Antarctica (Hall, 2009). Thereafter, a second Neoglacial
advance(A3) is indicated inbothdistal fjordsedimentcoresfrom~4.1to3.8kyrBP,







Figure 2. Holocene glacier fluctuations in the Southern Andes and relevant paleoclimate
backgroundinformation.(AandB)Al/SiandK/SiratiosofcorePALM2.A1toA6defineHolocene
glacier advances. (C and D) Al/Si and K/Si ratios of coreMD073124. (E) Period of stalagmite
growthwithintheHolocenemorainebeltasanindicatorforlimitedglacierextent.(F)Reported
advances from other Southern Andean sites (20) (Fig. S1). (G) Modelled accumulation during





furtheradvancesoccurredduring thepast~2kyr (A5andA6;Figs.2and3) thatare
documentedinbothdistalfjordcoresandtheproximalsedimentrecordPEEL1.This









TheA6maximumand retreat phase coincideswith the Little IceAge (LIA)moraines
which have beenmapped and dated in theGCN area (Kilian et al., 2007). A similar








advances from other Southern Andean sites (see material and methods; supporting online
material)(Fig.S1).(C)Al/SiratiosincoreMD073124and(D)K/SiincorePALM2.(E)FjordSST
record from core MD073124 (deviation from the mean). (F) Modelled accumulation during






Our results from different sized glacial catchments (12, 80 and 1600 km2)
showcoeval glacieradvances suggestinga similar short response time to changes in
the distinct glacier mass balance systems. To evaluate the accumulation versus
temperature forcing for the individual Holocene glacier advances (A1A6), we use a





summer SST’s were linearly adjusted to regional present day summer and average
annualairtemperatures(seematerialandmethods;supportingonlinematerial).The
modelledaccumulationvaluesforreasonablepositivemassbalances(seematerialand
methods; supporting online material) are compared to regional precipitation
reconstructionsusingtraceelement(Ycontent)andtemperaturecorrected18Odata
(Schimpf et al., 2011) from the MA1 cave located close to GCN for the Neoglacial
advances(Fig.3)andsedimentologicalprecipitationproxies forA1(Fig.2H) (Lamyet
al.,2010).
The oldest A1 occurred after the early Holocene warm and more humid
period(Lamyetal.,2010)whenregionaltemperaturedroppedaround2°C(similarto
the Neoglacial temperature average; Fig. 3I and 3J) (Kaiser et al., 2005) but
precipitation remainedcomparativelyhigh (Fig.2H).This is consistentwithourmass
balancemodel indicating9.5m/yraccumulation (Fig.S11).BetweenA1and the first
limited Neoglacial advance A2, glaciers retreated due to further decreasing












and Kilian, 2005; Masiokas et al., 2009), whereas Northern Hemisphere (NH) LIA














continuous~20%decrease inprecipitationwas registered fromAD1900 to1980at
regionalweatherstationsandinourproxyrecords(Fig.1;Fig.S12)(seematerialand
methods; supporting online material) which is correlated with a significant glacier




can explain the recent glacier growth at higher elevations of the GCN Ice Cap (see
material and methods; supporting online material) and glacier advances in the
CordilleraDarwinsinceAD2007(Masiokasetal.,2009).
Takentogether,ourresultsshowthattheglaciermassbalanceofveryhumid
and westerly windinfluenced maritime mountain ranges is highly sensitive to
accumulationchanges.TheoverallpositivecorrelationofNeoglacialtemperatureand
precipitation shown in Fig. 3 for the Southern Andes indicates that future global
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TC, TN and TOCweremeasured on a vario EL III CHNOS Elemental Analyzer at the
AlfredWegener Institute (AWIBremerhaven) and a CarloErba Elementar Analysator
NC2500 at the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ). Previous to the analysis, all
samples were freezedried and homogenized using an agate mortar and pestle.
Calcium carbonatewas calculated according to the formula CaCO3= (TCTOC)*8.333,
whereTCisthetotalcarboncontentonuntreatedsamplesandTOCisthetotalorganic
carboncontentonHCltreatedsamples.DuetoagoodcorrelationofCorgcontentand















extracted were saponificated to avoid interferences with coeluting C36fatty acid
methyl esters using 0.1 N KOH and then partitioned into Bond silica column using
CH2Cl2 (alcanes and ketones’s fraction). The fraction containing the alkenones was
analyzed by gas chromatography with flame ionization detection (GCFID). GCFID
quantification was done by an internal standard method using 2nanodecanonce
(C19H38O). Alkenone measurements on core MD073124 were performed at the
UniversityofBremen,Germany.
Forallsamples,wedeterminedthesimplifiedalkenoneunsaturationindex(UK´37)









The 22.25 m long sediment core MD07/3124 was retrieved with the R/V Marion
Dufresne (50°30.96’S;74°58.33’W;564mwaterdepth; site location inFig.1)during
thePACHIDERMEcruisein2007.ThesiteislocatedintheConcepciónfjordaround90
kmwestofthesouthernPatagonianIcefieldanditreceivesglacialclayfromthelarge
glaciersEyre, Falcon,Penguin,Europa,AndresandPeel (~3500km2catchment) (S5),
dependingespeciallyontheirglacierlengthsandvelocity.Theagemodelisbasedon
1614Cagesobtainedfrombenthicshellfragments(TableS1).Thegivenagesarebased
on the SHcal04 curve considering a reservoir age of 780 years due to inflow of
relatively old pacific waters to the fjord bottom. SST's were determined from
alkenones as described above and represent spring to early summer
paleotemperatures. We can not exclude that the paleotemperatures were slightly




HighK/Si ratios indicatehighamountsof illiterichglacialclay fromthegranitoid
catchment of the Andean glaciers. Such clay types have been analysed along the
possible sediment pathways and in Peel fjord sediments (Rolf Kilian; unpublished






The assumed reservoir age 780 years is consistent with a coeval strong
temperature decrease in the welldated alkenonerecord of the Jacaf Fjord at 44°S
(S6).IntheMD073124recordtheloweralkenonetemperaturesdeterminedfrom3.5
to 2.5 kyr BP are also consistent with a pronounced climate perturbation in the
precisely U/Thdated speleothem record from the same area (Fig. 3g, h) (S7).
Furthermore,the4.1to3.8kyrBPglacialclaypeakappearsatthesametimeasinthe





at 43.5 m water depth in a coastal basin between Parlamento and Merino Island
around35kmSSWoftheGranCampoNevado(GCN)fromwhereHoloceneglacialclay
plumesmergetowardsthissite(Fig.1).Theagescaleisbasedonthedeterminationof
four tephra layers (S8, S9, S10) and, additionally, three 14C ages (Table S1). With
respecttothe4.18–kyrMt.Burneytephralayeralowreservoirageof200yearswas
considered for this shallow and freshwaterrich (1426 salinity) (S11) core site. XRF
corescanningwasperformedattheAWIBremerhaveninthesamewayasitdescribed
above for core MD073124 core. The autochtonous sediment component is also
characterised by low clay/silt ratios, low K/Si andAl/Si ratios similar to that of core
MD073124.InvestigatedsedimentsfromtheAndeanglacialclayplumesderivedfrom
theGCNglaciersarecharacterisedbyrelativelyhighK/SiandAl/Siratios.Asharpand
prominentpeak inK/Si andAl/Si ratios from2.3 to2.2kyrBP is consistentwith the





RVGranCampo II ina40mdeep rounded fjordbasinwhich is connectedonlybya
smallchannelwiththelargePeelfjord(Fig.S3,insetA).The300mwidebayreceives
terrestrial plant and siliciclastic detritus from a 4 km2 catchment (up to 500 m
elevation)aswellasglacialclaywhichcomesfromglaciers(e.g.Amaliaglacier),which
enters theeasternPeel fjord.Eight 14Cagesofmacroplant remainsgiveaverygood
agecontrolandawelldefinedagedepth relationship for corePEEL1 (Fig. S4;Table
S1). The record startswithabasal coarse clastic glacialdetrituswhich isoverlainby
organic free glacial clay (Fig. S4). This documents that the bay was overrun and












shoreof theup to 350mdeepPeel fjord. The sediment compositionof this gravity







advanceA4 (from2.3 to2.2KyrBP; Fig. S10). Sedimentsaredominatedbyorganic





Sediment echo sounding profiles across Lake Arthuro show very low sediment
thicknesses(~0.5m)aboveeithercoarseclasticglacialdetritusorbasementrocks(Fig.
S9Insetmap).Fourgravitycoresweretakeninthislake,allofthemshowing35to60
cm thick organicrich sediments above organicfree glacial clay (Fig. S10). TheART1
core (53°29’775 S; 72°55’806W) from42mwater depth shows a very small tephra










from the largenortheasternGlacierof theGCN.The complete core consists of silty














locations in Fig. S5). The silty to clayey sediment is underlain by coarse clastic ice
rafteddebris (IRD;visible in theechosounding)whichprohibitedadeepersediment
penetration(Fig.S6).210Pbagesforthepast75yearsindicateaveragesedimentation
ratesof1.2mm/yr (Tab.S1)andsuggest that themassive IRDwasdepositedduring











cm of the clayey sedimentwas dated by six 210Pbages covering the past 160 years
(Tab.S1).Theseagesgivesedimentationratesbetween0.7and1.4mm/yr(onaverage
1.2mm/yr).Extrapolatingtheseaveragesedimentationratesdowncoregivesabasal
age of ~1.2 kyr BP. Between 1.2 and 0.8 kyr BP, significantly increasing C/N ratios









& Schneider (S15) who were using this model for volumearea scaling of Glaciar




resolved snow/icemeltand snowaccumulation foreachpixelof theglacier surface.
The model includes the effect of altitude by assuming constant lapse rates for
temperature(0.63K(100m)1)andprecipitation(+5%/100m1).Degreedayfactors
forice(7.0mmw.e.K1day1)andforsnow(3.5mmw.e.K1day1)aresetaccordingto












not be reconstructed, since these older moraines were overrun during younger
advances A4 to A6. For these older advances reasonable shorter lengths (reduced





Noroeste (Fig. S5 and S18). The record of air temperature was linearly adjusted
according to the temperature difference in summer temperature (DJF) between the
originalrecordatAWSBahamondesforthetimeperiod09/2001to08/2005andthe
adjusted, reconstructed paleo temperature record. Preprocessing implies that the
alkenone paleoclimate record for the year 2000 (0.05 BP) was adjusted to mean
summerairtemperature(DJF)fromNCEP/NCARreanalysisdatafortheperiod1998to
2002 downscaled to the monthly air temperature record of AWS Bahamondes
according to S19. A 5 year record ofmass balancewasmodeled simulating steady
state conditions. Therefore, volumearea scalingasused in S15wasnotapplied. For




meanannual sumof themassbalance fromyear 2 to5provide the resultingmass








Uncertainties related to degreeday factors, glacier area and glacier surface altitude
can be estimated by additional model runs using upper and lower limits of these
variables as follows: The uncertainty includes possible errors according to S15 by







year isdominatedby theuncertaintyof thedegreeday factors.Therefore, theerror
estimateincreaseswithhigherairtemperatureandlowerprecipitation.
Furtherprincipalchangesintheclimateforcingofglaciermassbalancecannotbe
ruled out. Although there are good reasons to assume that changes in radiative
forcing, cloud cover, wind speed, and other variables are reflected in the air
temperature record (e.g. S20), there is the possibility that fundamentally different
climate conditions change the climate forcing of glacier mass balance resulting in
changesofeitherdegreedayfactorsorlapseratesbeyondtheuncertaintyaccounted
for in the error estimate of this study. The remaining uncertainty is impossible to
assess in further detail without applying a physically based 3dimensional coupled
climate andglaciermodel includinghigh resolutionmodelingof atmosphere and ice
dynamics.Suchkindofmodelwouldneedmanydifferentpreciseandhighresolution





A6)moraines (400 – 500 yr BP)which is about 130%of recent annual precipitation
amounts of approx. 4.0 m (annual mean at AWS Bahamondes for the time period
September 2001 – August 2005) while air temperatures based on this period were
about0.3K lowerduringthe formationof theLIAmoraines.Lowerair temperatures
andhigherprecipitationallowedforalargerglacierareaduringtheLIA.Duringthe20th
century the glacier retreated well behind its LIA terminal moraines and is further
retreatingback,duetothefactthatitisnotinsteadystatewithmostrecentclimate
forcing. Möller & Schneider (S19) show that in order to obtain zero mass balance









Moraines of advance of A2 and A6 can be modeled assuming an annual
precipitationofabout6.8m/yrand5.2m/yr,respectively,whichiswithintherangeof
observed values at AWS Puerto Bahamondes (S18). For all other advances annual
precipitation must have been much higher (9.0 – 10.0 m/yr, approx. 200% of the
current mean) based on the extensive glacier area and fairly warm atmospheric
conditions according to the alkenone fjord temperature record. Overall very large
annualprecipitationsumsduringtheearlyandmidHolocenewithsignificantlyhigher
air temperatures but still large glacier extents are plausible given that warmer air
masses can carrymuch larger amounts of precipitable water. This results in overall
muchhigherprecipitationsumsandpossiblyhigherprecipitationlapserate.Changing
strength and location of the major band of west winds responsible for the high





A global compilation of Holocene glacier advances is shown in Fig. S1. It includes
Norway(S21),theCascadeRangeofCanada(S22),Alaska(S23)andtheAlps(S24)for









maybemoreaccumulationdriven. InbothhemispheresNeoglacial advances started
ataround5.5kyrBP(S34)synchronouslywithanincreaseddrifticedepositioninthe
SouthAtlantic(e.g,S35)andthefirstNeoglacialadvanceA6inourrecords.IntheNH
the most extended Holocene advance occurred during the LIA, whereas the most
extended one (A4) of the Southernmost Andes appeared from 2.3 to 2.2 kyr BP.








At theGCN (52°45’S)mean annual temperature ranged from5.5 to 6.3 °C between
1999 to 2008 (S18 and S19; and personal communication). Precipitation occurs
throughout the year with a slightmaximum during the summermonths January to




The 100year climate records from AWS Evangelistas and Felix at 53°S (AWS
locations see Fig. 1) show a continuous decrease in precipitation by about 20%
between 1900 and 1980 (Fig. S12). This continuous decrease in precipitation is also
indicated by Mg/Ca ratios of MA1 stalagmite (S7) and a decrease in the typically
precipitationcontrolled terrestrial Corg accumulation in the 210Pbdated SG1 gravity
core(Fig.S6).Onlyduringthelasttwodecadesasignificantincreaseinprecipitationis
obvious in the Evangelista record. Between latitudes 52°30 and 54°S, temperature
records fromEvangelistas,PuntaArenasandFanganodonotshowaclearchange in
temperature from 1900 to 1960 (Fig. S12). Afterwards until 2005 a temperature
increase of up to 0.5 °C is indicated. Considering these climate data, the successive




an increased precipitation. Higher precipitation during the last two decades, as
indicated by the Evangelistas record from 1980 and 2001, could explain increased






indicate significant changes in precipitation during the last 12 kyr (S10; Fig. 2H)
characterisedbyarelativelyhumidperiodfrom12to8.5kyrBPandavariablebutless
humid Neoglacial after ~5.5 kyr BP. On a millennium scale, these changes in







addition, we present regional alkenonebased fjord SST’s for the last 5.5 kyr from
Concepción channel (51°S; Fig. 3E), consistent with published SST’s from Jacaf fjord
located in northern Patagonia at around 44°S (S6). However, the alkenonederived
fjord SST’s represent the surface water temperatures during the growing season of
coccolithophoridesinspringandsummer.RegionalfjordSST’sclearlyfollowaseasonal
course (S11)andareused todepictmoreregional relativeatmospheric temperature
changes.Forthelast0.65kyrBPand,withlessprecision,forthelast1.1kyrBPatree
ring based temperature reconstruction is also available for the research area (S39).
These records also indicate a similar strong temperature decrease of 1.0 to 1.5 °C
betweentheMWPandtheLIAstartingataround0.55kyrBP(Fig.S6).
ThestalagmiterecordoftheMAcaveneartotheGCNistheonlyhighlyresolved
and well dated Neoglacial precipitation record from the western range of the
southernmostAndes(LocationinFig.S5;S7).Yttriumastheonlydripratedependent
proxy for deposition of siliciclastic detritus on the flat top of the stalagmite depicts
centennialsscalechangesduringthelast4.4kyrBP(Fig.3H).Onamillenniumscalethe
Y record shows similar changes as a 18O record which is controlled by a driprate
dependent kinetical fractionation (Fig. 3G; S7). This 18O record was corrected for
relative changes in paleotemperatures, assuming that each 0.1°C lower air
temperatureletstoa0.01higher18Ointherainwater.LighterOisotopesintherain
water during cold periods are expected, since lower temperature cause stronger O
isotope fractionation during evaporation in the Pacific. Mg/Ca ratios of the same
stalagmitewhichwere calibrated for precipitationwith respect to regional 100year
precipitationrecordsindicateNeoglacialvariationsinprecipitationatsealevelranging
from3.5to7.0m/yr(S7).Suchprecipitationamountsatsealevelwouldberelatedto
612m annual precipitation at higher elevations (> 800m a.s.l) at theGCNwhich is
consistentwithourmodellingresultsforHoloceneglacieradvances.

Mapping and sampling terrestrial and subaquatic glacial deposits within Holocene
morainebeltaswellasspeleothemimplications(50°53°S)
The selected areas for theHolocenemorainemapping includedifferent large glacial
catchments (Fig.1).Thenorthernmost locationatPeel fjord (Fig.S3) iscontrolledby
glacialfluctuationsinthesouthwesternareaofthesouthernPatagonianIceFieldwith
aglacialcatchmentof1600km2andelevationsupto2800ma.s.l.(S5).Furthersouth












deeply incised fjord system. However, somemoraine remnants have been mapped
alongthePeelfjord(Fig.S3).Thethicknessofglacialclaydepositsandthedistribution
ofsubaquaticmorainesweremappedinthisfjordbyagridofsystematicparametric
echo sounding profiles. Near the present day glacier tongue of the Amalia glacier a
limited sediment thickness of 23 m reflects areas where the sedimentation first
occurred after the retreat of the A5 and A6 advances. Fjord areas with 810 m
postglacialsedimentcover(comparabletothePEEL1core)representareaswherethe
deposition started after abrasion of the fjord bottom by advance A4. This area is
constrictedbyasubaquaticmorainebeltwhichwasformedduringthemostextended
NeoglacialadvanceA4from2.3to2.2kyrBP(Fig.S3).OutsideofthisA4morainebelt





theGCN (Fig.S5).TheMAcavesitewithcontinuous speleothemrecords inanopen
cave at the coast documents an unglaciated area since at least 6 kyr BP (S7). This
speleothemrecordprovidesalsoaprecipitationrecord(Fig.3Gand3H)forthelast4.5
kyr.ClosetotheMAcavelocation,the8.8msedimentcoreBA1wasretrievedwith
R/VGran Campo II from a shallow (56mwater depths) and small bay along Swett
Channel (Site location in Fig. S5). The sediment record documents a continuous
organicbearingclayeysedimentationthroughoutthelast5kyr.Theageconstraintsof
this record includes the 4.18kyr Mt. Burney tephra in 4.2 m core depth and a
calibrated14Cageof1.7kyrBPobtainedfrommacroplantremnants foundat1.7m
core depth (Tab. S1) indicating relatively constant sedimentation rates of 1 mm/yr.













andTableS1).This indicates thatnoglacierhasoverrun thecaveduring thisperiod.
The youngest extrapolated age of the stalagmite (2.35 kyr BP) indicates that the
stalagtitewasremovedbyglacieradvanceA4fromtheroofsofthecave,coevalwith
theabrasionofthefjordbaysalongPeelfjordandLakeArthuro.Thestalagiteshowsa










thesystematicglacier retreatduring theLIAafter themaximumofadvanceA6 (S13;
FigS8).1.5kmdownvalleyoutcropsofanoldermoreextendedmorainebeltdoesnot




BP) is interpretedasaresultofburstingofamorainedammedproglacial lakebelow
the Lengua glacier. Along the ancient glacier flow path and around 6 km from the
present day glacier tongue the core GC2 shows the transition (14.2 kyr BP) from
glacialclay toorganicbearingsedimentandpeatwhichaccumulatedthroughout the
Holocene.ChandlerLakesedimentcoreCH1, situatedwithin theLateGlacialglacier





The Arthuro mountain (unofficial name) on the Santa Ines Island represents the
southernmost location at 54°S and includes a ~12 km2 glacier field which drains
towardsthe investigatedsedimentcoresART14of lakeArthuroandFART1ofFjord
Arthuro (core sites in Fig. S9). Reconstructed glacier extents andmoraines shown in

















advances in Norway (S21), Cascade Range of Canada (S22), Alaska (S23) and the Alps (S24) in the





most extended Holocene advance occurred during the LIA, whereas the most extended one of the
SouthernmostAndes(A4)isdatedto~2.22.3kyrBP(thisstudy).EspeciallyduringBondCycle2(~3.5to









to 2008 (S18, S19) and calculated snow accumulation above 800 m elevation (using a regional





















































LIA (A6) and themost extended A4 advance (from ~2.3 to 2.2 kyr BP). The sediment structure and














preliminaryageconstrains.Additionally,clayey layerspossibly related to theadvancesA5andA6are






















Fig. S12: 100year temperature and precipitation records from the AWS Evangelistas and Felix,












Fig. S13: Observed and reconstructed arealength relations of Glaciar Noroeste. Black trianglesmark
directly observed (aerial or satellite imagery) glacier extents and black squares mark glacier extents
reconstructedaccordingtomorainmapping.Black line indicatesthe linearbest fit toobservedglacier
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Palm2      
0    50  Modernage
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latitudinal range. Here,we present results of amultiproxy study of high resolution
marinesedimentcoresfromwithinthesouthernChileanfjordsystemfromtheAysén
fjord(45°23’S)northofthenorthernmarginoftheSouthernWesterliescoreandCanal
Concepción (50°31’S) at the northern margin of the core region, and compare our
resultswithpreviousreconstructionsfromnorthandsouthofourstudyareatoobtain
reliable reconstructions of Holocene changes in the Southern Westerlies on
centennialtomultimillennialtimescales.
We support previous findings of a latitudinal antiphasing of the Southern




wet earlyHolocene indicated by reconstructions fromwithin the core region is also
observedatthenorthernmargin,butnotnorthofthenorthernmarginattheAysén
fjord. This pattern resembles modern australsummer conditions with the Southern













increased variability after about 7 cal kyr BP. This is probably the result of a more
frequent and increasing El NiñoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) activity and thereby
indicates thestrong influenceofprecipitationchangesaswellasa strongcontrolby
lowlatitudeclimaticchangesonthestableoxygenisotopevariabilityinthemiddleand
lateHoloceneonshortertimescales.






SouthernSouthAmerica is ideally locatedtoreconstructHoloceneclimaticvariability
in the SouthernHemisphere. This is due to thewell developed SouthernWesterlies
which play an important role in driving the ACC and in the global thermohaline
circulationbyinducingupwellingwithintheACC(e.g.,Kuhlbrodtetal.,2007).Despite
that the Southern Westerlies are a very important circulation system affecting the
global climate system, there are still a lot of open questions about their dynamics,
especiallyduringtheHolocene.
Most Holocene palaeoenvironmental reconstructions from southern South
America are based on continental records, primarily glaciological (e.g., Hulton and







Davies, 2001; VillaMartínez and Moreno, 2007). Since the age control of these
continental records can be problematic, comparisonswithmarine sediment records
are essential. However, marine records from the southeast Pacific and Chilean
continentalslopearestillrareandhavejustbeenconductedingreatquantitiesinthe
last10years(Lamyetal.,1998),withfewofthesecoveringthefullHoloceneperiod.






3115 and MD073124) from two sites in the southern Chilean fjord system. These
cores have been drilled during the MD159  PACHIDERME IMAGES XV Cruise in
February 2007. Fjord sediment cores are perfectly suited for conducting high
resolutionpalaeoenvironmental studiessince fjordsarehighlyvariableenvironments
with high sedimentation rates (Syvitski et al., 1987). Thus, there is the possibility of











and50°08’S to50°55’S in theCanalConcepción region in the southernChilean fjord
system(Fig.1AC).Thissystemoffjords,channelsandislandscharacterizestheChilean
coastalzonesouthof41°Sandextendsover1600kmtoTierradelFuego(Syvitskiet
al., 1987). Two of the three present icefields in southern South America, the Hielo





Fig. 1.  (A) Regional settingof the broader study area in the northern and central part of the
southernChileanfjordsystem.Oceaniccurrentsareindicatedbyblackarrows(afterStrubetal.,
1998, and Tomczak and Godfrey, 2003). Present Patagonian icefields are presented by blue
zones(afterHultonandSugden,1997).ThestudyareasatthemouthoftheAysénfjord(B)and
CanalConcepción(C)areindicatedbyblackframes(ACC=AntarcticCircumpolarCurrent,CCC=









The Aysén fjord is located east of Canal Moraleda and Canal Costa which
separate the Chonos Archipelago and Isla Traiguén to the west from the Chilean
mainland to the east (Fig. 1B). The fjord has a length of around 70 km and amean
widthof4.2km.Themaximalwaterdepthis335mandthedepthoftheoutersill is
~70 m, favouring high sedimentation at the fjord bottom (Pickard, 1971). Riverine
dischargetotheAysénfjordisdominatedbytheAysénRiverenteringthefjordatthe
head.Thefjordispresentlynotinfluencedbyglaciers.
Canal Concepción is characterised by an average water depth of 405 m
(Pickard, 1971) and shows no direct river inflownear the study site. This channel is





northof31°S is characterizedbyapresenthyperarid toarid climate.Between31°S
and42°S,Mediterraneantypeclimateprevailswithdrysummersandwetwintersdue
to an increasing influence of the SouthernWesterlies. The intensity and latitudinal
position of the Southern Westerlies are strongly controlled by the location and
strengthof thecircumAntarctic lowpressurebelt,which ismainly influencedbythe
extent of the Antarctic seaice, and the tropical southeast Pacific highpressure belt
(e.g.,Cerveny, 1998;Miller, 1976).ChangingSSTandair temperaturegradients, asa
resultof changes in thehighand lowlatitudepressure systems, result in latitudinal
shifts of the Southern Westerlies, which are annually focused at around 5055°S
(Schneider et al., 2003). During austral winters, the Antarctic seaice expands. This
results in a steeper temperature gradient between pole and equator and an
equatorwardshiftofthesoutheastPacifichighpressurebelt.Thisallowsanorthward
expansionofstormtracksassociatedwiththeSouthernWesterlies.Atthesametime,
zonalwindsare reduced in thepresent core region in southernChile.Duringaustral
summers, the extent of Antarctic seaice decreases and the southeast Pacific
anticyclone shifts southward, blocking a northward migration and forcing a more
poleward position of latitudinally more confined and intensified storm tracks
associatedwiththeSouthernWesterlies(e.g.,Cerveny,1998;Miller,1976).








Markgraf, 1998; Miller, 1976). Besides the latitudinal precipitation gradient, a
pronouncedmeridionalprecipitationgradientexistssouthof34°Sduetothepresence
of the Southern Westerlies and southern Andes as an orographic barrier to the
westerlywinds(e.g.,Cerveny,1998;Miller,1976).
Interannual rainfall variability in central and southern Chile is strongly
influencedbythecoupledsystemofENSO.This isduetoastrong influenceofENSO
changes on the strength and position of the tropical southeast Pacific highpressure
belt (e.g., Cerveny, 1998;Montecinos and Aceituno, 2003; Rutllant and Fuenzalida,
1991). In contrast to the rainfall variability, ENSOrelated SST anomalies just reach
south up to 3336°S (Strub et al., 1998). During warm ENSO events (El Niño), the
southeastPacificanticycloneweakensand theSouthernWesterlywindbeltexpands
further northward. This results in aboveaverage rainfall amounts in central Chile.
During colder phases (La Niña), the southeast Pacific highpressure belt is strong










flowing branch is divided into an oceanic current (PeruChile Current; PCC) and a
coastal current (Chile Coastal Current; CCC; Fig. 1A) separated north of 35°S by the
polewardflowingPeruChileCountercurrent(PCCC).Within300kmoffthecoast,the
surfacewatersareunderlainbythesouthwardflowingPeruChileUndercurrent(PCU)
flowing over the continental slope and outer shelf south to ~48°S. Deeper water
masses comprise the northwardflowing Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), the
southwardflowing Pacific Deep Water (PDW) and the northwardflowing Antarctic
BottomWater(AABW)intheChileTrench(Strubetal.,1998).
In the southern Chilean fjord system, thewater column is typically stratified
and characterized by a twolayer estuarine circulation, with the deepwater layer
mainly comprising saline waters flowing into and the thin surface layer comprising



















The three long piston cores MD073114, MD073115 and MD073124 were drilled




sedimentechography. It indicatesavery thick sedimentcoverof~60m (Fig.2).The
outerfjordcoreMD073124wasdrilledinthesouthwesternpartofCanalConcepción
(~50°31’S; Fig. 1C and Table 1). Based on echosounder profiles, a ~50m thick post
glacialsedimentpackagecharacterizesthiscoringsite.

Table 1.  Core name, latitude and longitude, location details, water depth and core
lengthofthemarinesedimentcoresusedinthisthesis.





MD07-3114 45°23.0107‘S 73°28.0342‘W 
Mouth of Aysén fjord, just 
north of Isla Traiguén  
(Figure 1) 
294 31.78 
MD07-3115 45°23.1451‘S 73°29.5896‘W 
Mouth of Aysén fjord, just 
north of Isla Traiguén  
(Figure 1) 
319 31.72 
MD07-3124 50°30.9616‘S 74°58.3325‘W 
Canal Concepción, northeast 





























were measured at the National Ocean Sciences Accelerator Mass Spectrometer
(NOSAMS) facility of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts(vonRedenetal.,1992,1994).Theother7sampleagesweremeasured
attheLeibnizLaborAMSfacilityoftheChristianAlbrechtsUniversityinKiel,Germany




For the stable oxygen isotope measurements on planktic and benthic foraminifera,
MD073114was sampledwith a 24 cm interval. The coreMD073115was sampled
withanintervalof4cmfrom0to2mcoredepth,8cmfrom2to9.52m,12cmfrom




4 specimens of the planktic foraminifer Globigerina bulloides were measured per
sample fromMD073124 within a size range of 200300 μm. 27 specimens of the
benthic foraminiferNonionella opima weremeasured per sample from coreMD07
3124 in every size available. Since test measurements of stable oxygen isotope
compositionsinMD073114/15onthebenthicforaminiferalspeciesNonionellaopima
andNonionellaauris indicated identicalstableoxygen isotoperatios,212specimens
of amixture of both weremeasured per sample fromMD073114/15 in every size
available.Theyarenotenoughplankticforaminiferatoperformstableoxygenisotope
measurementsforthiscore.
Stable oxygen isotopemeasurements were performed using a FinniganMAT
253 IRMS that is directly connected with a Kiel IV Carbonate Device. A working




against VPDB via theNBS19working standard. 18O/16O ratios are presented in the
typical delta notation (18O) and in‰ versus VPDB (Coplen, 1996;Hut, 1987). The
analytical standard deviation for stable oxygen isotope measurements was <0.06‰
based on replicate measurements on carbonate standards (Laboratory for Stable
IsotopesandElementalAnalysis,GFZPotsdam).
Because of an effect of sealevel changes on the foraminiferal 18O
composition,themeasurementresultswerefurthercorrectedforthiseffectusingthe
globalsealevelcurvefromFlemingetal.(1998).Anadditionaleffectduetochanging




Measurements of total organic carbon (Corg), total carbon (Ctotal) and total nitrogen




Corg, Ctotal and Ntotal contents were measured using a Euro EA3000 Series 
EuroVector Elemental Analyser. The homogenised sediment samples for Corg
measurements were treated with hydrochloric acid 3% and 20% prior to the
measurements to remove the inorganiccarbon fraction (MeyersandTeranes, 2001).
The measurement results are presented in weight% (weight percentages). The
analytical precision was <5% based on repeated measurements of samples and
standards (Laboratory forStable IsotopesandElementalAnalysis,GFZPotsdam).Corg
andNtotal contentswere further used to calculatemass Corg/Ntotal ratios. Thesemass
Corg/Ntotal ratiosweremultipliedby1.167 (the ratioofatomicweightsof carbonand
nitrogen)toobtainatomicCorg/Ntotalratios.





of carbonate (CaCO3AR) by multiplying the measured CaCO3 contents, the dry bulk
density (DBD) and the sedimentation rate (SR; e.g.,Müller and Suess, 1979). The
resultsarepresentedingm2yr1.
The equal numberof samples from the same coredepths used for Corg, Ctotal








MAT Continuous Flow Interface ConFlo III. Theworking standard gaswas calibrated
againstVPDBviatheUSGS24andIAEACH7standards.13Corgvaluesarepresented
in‰ versus VPDB (Coplen, 1996; Hut, 1987). The analytical precision was <0.2‰
based on replicate measurements of standards (Laboratory for Stable Isotopes and
ElementalAnalysis,GFZPotsdam).
Since there are specific 13Corg values for C3 land plants (around 27‰) and
marinealgae(around20‰;e.g.,Meyers,1994,1997),thesetwoendmemberswere
used to calculate the terrestrial and marine portions of Corg. Terrestrial Corg




Xray fluorescence (XRF)measurements of iron and calciumwere performed at the





Theage control pointsofMD073114/15arepresented in Table2.Mollusc 14C ages
were corrected for the reservoir effect before conversion to calendar ages using
terrestrial calibration curves. Since published reservoir ages for southern Chile are
sparse, the difference between the radiocarbon age curves of mollusc and plant
samplesfromMD073114wasusedtocalculateanaveragetotalreservoirageof~550










Fig. 3.  (A) Reservoir effect correction for mollusc 14C ages in MD073114. Depth versus
radiocarbon age plot for the samples from MD073114 with the plant samples in black and
mollusc samples in red. The difference between the two curves is equivalent to the total
reservoirage.(B)Depthversusradiocarbonageplotwiththereservoircorrectedmolluscsample
ages inredandplantsamples inblack. (C)AgemodelofcoreMD073114/15.Thebluedashed
lineindicatesthecorecombinationdepthat30.31mincoreMD073114.(D)Agemodelofcore









of the sample. For all but the three oldest samples in MD073114/15 the SHCal04






calendar age of the core combination depth, is the one with the lowest average
sedimentationrateswith~2.222m/kyr.
SincethelastagecontrolpointofcoreMD073114atacoredepthof28.08m
andwithacalendarageof~3.91calkyrBP is in theoverlappingpartofMD073114
andMD073115, inwhich both cores show the same sedimentation rates, the core
depth of this age control point inMD073115was determined at 4.26m using the
magneticsusceptibilitydata.Usingthesedimentationratebetweenthiscalculatedage
control point and the following dating point in MD073115, the age of the core
combination depth was interpolated at ~5.128 cal kyr BP (Fig. 3C). The mean
sedimentationratefortheperiodfrom~5.128to3.91calkyrBP is1.831m/kyr.The
last~3.91kyrarecharacterizedbyveryhighsedimentation rateswithanaverageof
8.467 m/kyr. An assumption of zero age at the core top was not made because it
would require a pronounced change in sedimentation rates compared to the







radiocarbon to calendar ages using the Marine04 calibration curve (Hughen et al.,
2004)andtheCalib5.0.2software(Stuiveretal.,2005).
The age model of MD073124 indicates very high sedimentation rates















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WHOI 69340 0.03 0.685 0.030 0.066 bivalvae 
WHOI 69341 0.65 1.110 0.030 0.509 1.401 bivalvae 
WHOI 69342 1.25 1.690 0.030 1.033 1.144 bivalvae, scaphopods 
WHOI 69343 2.30 2.830 0.035 2.278 0.843 bivalvae, scaphop., benthic foraminifera 
KIA 33278 3.10 3.295 0.030 2.836 1.434 echinoderm 
WHOI 69344 4.30 4.230 0.040 4.040 0.997 scaphopods 
WHOI 69345 5.60 5.280 0.035 5.400 0.956 bivalvae, scaphop., benthic foraminifera 
WHOI 69346 6.65 6.050 0.030 6.251 1.234 bivalvae, scaphopods 
WHOI 69347 7.00 6.380 0.040 6.600 1.001 scaphopods 
KIA 33279 7.55 6.850 0.035 7.171 0.963 bivalvae 
WHOI 69348 10.30 8.040 0.060 8.291 2.456 bivalvae, scaphopods 
WHOI 69349 13.83 8.840 0.055 9.311 3.459 bivalvae 
KIA 33280 15.38 9.090 0.045 9.522 7.363 scaphopods 
WHOI 69350 16.80 9.360 0.045 9.963 3.220 scaphopods 
KIA 33281 19.62 9.880 0.045 10.526 5.009 bivalvae 
WHOI 69351 22.10 10.250 0.050 11.040 4.820 bivalvae, scaphopods 
last sample 22.20 11.061 4.820 
core base 22.25 11.071 4.820 

5.ResultsandDiscussion
5.1 Local and regional palaeoenvironmental changes at theAysén fjord during the
lateglacialandHolocene
Foradiscussionof lateglacial andHolocene localand regionalpalaeoenvironmental
changesattheAysénfjord,weobtained18Obenthic(18Ocompositionofthemixtureof
Nonionellaopima andNonionellaauris), FeandCa intensityaswellasCaCO3ARand
CorgARterr data from core MD073114/15 (Figure 4AE). The 18O composition of
planktic andbenthic foraminiferal shells is controlledby the temperature, global ice
volumeandsalinity(e.g.,ShackletonandOpdyke,1973).Duetothecorrectionofthe






Since there is almost a total absenceof planktic foraminifera throughout the
late glacial and Holocene in the Aysén fjord core MD073114/15 and due to the
presenceof thebenthic speciesNonionellaopima andNonionellaaurisas indicators
fordysoxicconditions(e.g.,SenGuptaandMachainCastillo,1993;Tapiaetal.,2008),
weproposeaconstant freshwater lens inthesurfacewater layeroftheAysénfjord.
This can be explained by a constant high freshwater influx into the fjord and the
proximityofthecoringsitetoriverinflows.SincetheAysénfjordisanenclosedfjord
basin, the deepwater layer in the fjord is not strongly influenced by saline Pacific
waters.Thewholecirculationsystem in theenclosed fjord isprobablydominatedby
thefreshsurfacewaters,resultinginconstantlowventilationinthedeeperwatersand
resultingdysoxicconditions.
Higher Fe intensities indicate high terrigenous clastic input, either due to
changingglacieractivityinthehinterlandorrainfallinducedfreshwaterinputintothe
fjords. Ca intensities and carbonate accumulation rates in marine sediments are
stronglycontrolledby theabundanceofcarbonateskeletalmaterial.Therefore, they
are used as proxies for marine productivity (e.g., Lamy et al., 1998). An additional
effectof terrigenous inputof detrital carbonates is possible. The Fe intensity record
shows generally high intensities throughout the Aysén fjord core. This indicates a
constant high input of terrigenous clastic material by riverine inflow. Highest
intensities before 11.5 to 11.3 cal kyr BP indicate still strong glacier retreat and




longer influenced by glacier activity. This is indicated by the lithology with greyish
olive, diatombearing to diatomaceous clays with lower siliciclastic contents. During
thephaseofthestrongestandfinalglacierretreatbetween12.5and11.3calkyrBP,


















small higher rainfall event also correlateswith lowmarineproductivity, except for a
short productivity peak at ~8.2 cal kyr BP (Fig. 4C, D). After ~6 cal kyr BP, the anti
correlationoftheCaCO3ARandCaintensityrecordsandcorrelationoftheCaandFe
intensity records indicate a dominant control of detrital carbonate input on the Ca
intensity variability (Fig. 4BD). TheCaCO3AR record still indicates changes inmarine
productivity. High riverineinduced clastic input between 5.5 and 4 cal kyr BP is
probably a result of a shortscale glacier advance in thehinterland since there is no
change in the CorgARterr record with very low values between 8 and 4 cal kyr BP
indicating constantly low precipitation in the middle Holocene (Fig. 4B, C, E).
Therefore, lower temperatures seem to be the determinant on glacier activity
between5.4and4calkyrBP.Thetimingofthisglacieradvancefitsperfectlywiththe
timingof knownglacier advancesbetween5.4 and4.2 cal kyrBP in southern South
America(e.g.,Mercer,1982;RabassaandClapperton,1990).
After 4 cal kyr BP, high CorgARterr values point to high riverine input of
terrigenousorganicmaterialintothefjordasaresultofhighestrainfallinthecourseof
theHoloceneduring the lateHolocene in theAysén fjord region (Fig. 4E). Since the
CorgARterrrecordperfectlycorrelateswiththeCaCO3ARrecordindicatinghighermarine
productivity in the late Holocene, marine productivity seems to be triggered by
riverineinducednutrientinputduringthelast4kyr(Fig.4D,E).SincetheFeintensity
record shows a slightly decreasing trend in the late Holocene (Fig. 4B), marine
productivityseemsnotbelimitedbymicronutrientslikeiron.Itremainsuncertainwhy
there are low Fe and Ca intensities in the late Holocene with high precipitation
indicatedbyotherproxies.Itcanbearesultofhighorganicinputstronglydominating













3114/15. (C) Ca intensity record ofMD073114/15. (D) CaCO3AR record ofMD073114/15. (E)
CorgARterr record of MD073114/15. (F) 
18O bulloides record of the planktic foraminifer
Globigerina bulloides from MD073124. (G) 18O opima record of the benthic foraminifer
NonionellaopimafromMD073124.(H)FeintensityrecordofMD073124.(I)Caintensityrecord
ofMD073124.(J)CorgARterrrecordfromtheTamarfjordcoreTM1(Lamyetal.,2010).Thefirst
grey bar between 12.5 and 8.5 cal kyr BP indicates the time of enhanced and compressed
SouthernWesterlies core in the earlyHolocene (after Lamyet al., 2010). The second greybar
between5.5 cal kyr BP and the present represents the timeof reducedprecipitation and less
intenseSouthernWesterliescore(afterLamyetal.,2010).





values indicate that the fjord basin was dominated by more limnic or brackish
conditionswithsomeinputofC3landplantmaterialintothebasinbefore12.25calkyr
BP (Fig. 5). A firstmarine signal between12.25 and 11.95 cal kyr BP signifies a first
floodingoftheAysénfjordbasin.Afterwards,thevaluesindicateamixtureoforganic














organicmatterproducedbyC3 landplantsand lacustrinealgaeororganicmatterproduced in
brackishconditions,atomicCorg/Ntotalratioswerecalculated.Organicmatterproducedbyalgaeis
characterised by ratios of 410. C3 and C4 land plants produce ratios of higher than 20
respectively~32(Meyers,1994;MeyersandTeranes,2001).

Lower 18Obenthic values between ~12 and 8.5 cal kyr BP are probably not a
resultoflowersalinityduetorainfallinducedfreshwaterinputsincethistimeperiodis
characterised by lower precipitation at the Aysén fjord site, as indicated by the
CorgARterrrecord(Fig.4A,E).However,thisperiodoflower18Obenthicvaluescorrelates
well with the early Holocene climatic optimum between 11.5 and 9 cal kyr BP as
observedin11Antarcticicecorerecords(Massonetal.,2000;Steigetal.,1998)and
other palaeoclimatic records from southern SouthAmerica (e.g.,Kaiser et al., 2005,
2008). Therefore, we propose a dominant control of temperature on the 18Obenthic
variability in the early Holocene. Between 8.5 and 4.5 cal kyr BP, highest 18Obenthic
ratiosthroughouttherecordindicateeitherlowertemperaturesorlowprecipitation.
Thedecreasingtrendin18Obenthicvaluesfrom4.5calkyrBPtothepresent,withthe
strongest trend between 4.5 and 2.5 cal kyr BP (Fig. 4A), cannot be explained by
temperaturechangessincepalaeoclimaticrecordsfrommidlatitudesinSouthAmerica
as well as Antarctica indicate decreasing temperatures after the early Holocene
climaticoptimum(e.g.,BianchiandGersonde,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005,2008;Lamyet
al.,2007;Steigetal.,1998).Therefore,thisstrongdecreasein18Obenthicvaluesmust
be a result of increasing precipitation in the lateHolocene,with a strong increasing





For marine sediment core MD073124 in Canal Concepción, we measured stable
oxygen isotope compositions of the planktic foraminifer Globigerina bulloides
(18Obulloides)andthebenthicspeciesNonionellaopima(18Oopima)aswellasFeandCa
intensities(Fig.4FI).Sincethecoringsiteinthisopenchannelisnotintheproximityof
a river inflow, we haven’t measured organic geochemical proxies to reconstruct
precipitationchanges.
SincetheHieloPatagónicoSurisstillpresentinthehinterlandofthestudysite




interpret changes in the Fe intensity record to primarily reflect changes in iceberg
activity.Icebergactivityiscontrolledbyprecipitationandtemperaturechanges.Since




the variability in this record since there is an early Holocene climatic optimum and
following decreasing temperatures recorded inmidlatitudes of South America (e.g.,
BianchiandGersonde,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005,2008;Lamyetal.,2007;Steigetal.,
1998). Additionally, changes in the sealevel probably had an influence on iceberg
activityinthisopenchannel.BecausethereisanalmostperfectantiphasingoftheFe
and Ca intensity records (Fig. 4H, I), the Ca intensity is not influenced by input of
detrital carbonate and therefore is a proxyofmarineproductivity. Thepossibility of
measuring18Ocompositionsofplankticandbenthicforaminiferalshellsindicatesthat
this more open and deeper channel has a more established twolayered estuarine
circulationwithfreshsurfacewatersandadeepwaterlayeroccupiedbysalinePacific









is probably a result of neoglacial glacier advances since there are published glacier
advancesat~3.5andbetween2.7and2calkyrBP(e.g.,Mercer,1982;Rabassaand
Clapperton, 1990). High freshwater input into the channel seems to hampermarine
productivity since the Ca and Fe intensity records are antiphased (Fig. 4I). The time
period of the glacier advances is also characterized by lower Ca intensities
superimposedongenerallyhighintensitiesinthelateHolocene.Incomparisontothe
Aysén fjord record, the high Ca intensities indicate a generally stronger marine
influenceinCanalConcepción.Thisisfurthersupportedbythegeneralpatternofthe
CaandFeintensityrecordswhichshowachangeintheirtrendsat~7calkyrBPwitha
morepronouncedtrendbefore7calkyrBP (Fig.4H, I).Thiscorrelateswellwith the
pattern of the global postglacial sealevel rise which is characterized by a more












After 7 cal kyr BP, the stable oxygen isotope curves showdifferent patterns.
The 18Obulloides values decrease from 7 and 5.5 cal kyr BP and then strongly vary
around 1.1 ‰ vs. VPDB to the present (Fig. 4F). This trend cannot be caused by
changes in temperatures. Therefore, precipitation is the primary control on the




the last 5.5 kyr are characterized by constant high precipitation with pronounced
shorterscalevariability.
The18Oopimarecordindicatesadecreasingtrendfrom5.5to3.4calkyrBPand
a slightly increasing trend afterwards (Fig. 4G). The decreasing trend is probably a
result of a delayed response to a freshening in the surfacewater layer, thereby
indicating a remaining connection to surfacewater changes. The increasing trend in






Lamy et al. (2010) propose a distinct latitudinal antiphasing of SouthernWesterlies
changesonmultimillennialtimescales.Basedonamultiproxyapproachonsediment
cores from the core region of the SouthernWesterlies at ~53°S in thewesternmost
Estrecho de Magellanes, they reconstruct an enhanced and compressed Southern
Westerlies core in theearlyHolocenebetween~12and8.5 cal kyrBP, intermediate
conditions until 5.5 cal kyr BP and reduced precipitation and less intense Southern
WesterliesduringthelateHolocene(Fig.4J;Lamyetal.,2010).
The Southern Westerlies are a result of meridional transport of westerly
momentumbytransienteddieswhicharedrivenbythepotentialenergyavailable in
themeridional temperaturegradients (e.g.,Gill, 1982). In theSouthernHemisphere,





controlledby changes in SST. Consequently, the earlyHolocene climatic optimum in




therebyreducingthemidto lowlatitudeSSTgradient inthePacific.Thisresulted in










SST record from the Atlantic sector of the SouthernOcean (53°S;ODP Site 1094;Bianchi and
Gersonde,2004).(D)Differenceofthe18ObulloidesvaluesfromCanalConcepiónandthe
18Obenthic





kyr BP indicates the time of enhanced and compressed SouthernWesterlies core in the early
Holocene(afterLamyetal.,2010).Thesecondgreybarbetween5.5calkyrBPandthepresent
represents the time of reduced precipitation and less intense SouthernWesterlies core (after
Lamyetal.,2010).

We conducted amultiproxy palaeoenvironmental study onmarine sediment
cores from the northernmargin of the SouthernWesterlies core (Canal Concepción
coreMD073124at50°31’S)andfromnorthofthenorthernmargin(Aysénfjordcore
MD073114/15at45°23’S)tocontinuetheworkofLamyetal.(2010)tocoverawide




by the more intense Southern Westerlies core in the early Holocene. Precipitation
recordsfromtheAysénfjordnorthofthenorthernmarginoftheSouthernWesterlies
core show drier conditions during the early and middle Holocene (Fig. 4D, E) and
therefore support the assumption of a more austral summerlike pattern of the
SouthernWesterliesduringtheearlyHoloceneasproposedbyLamyetal.(2010).
InthemiddleandlateHolocene,theSSTrecordsindicateacoolingtrendinthe
midlatitudes and an equatorial Pacific warming resulting in a weakened Southern




less intenseSouthernWesterlies coreduring the lateHolocene (Fig.6E;Lamyetal.,
2010).TherainfallrecordsfromCanalConcepcióndisplayanincreaseinprecipitation
from7to5.5calkyrBPandconstanthighrainfallamountstothepresent(Fig.4Fand
6D). The rainfall records from the Aysén fjord siteMD073114/15 indicate a strong
increase in precipitation from 4.5 to 2.5 cal kyr BP and high and slightly increasing
precipitationafterwards (Fig.4A).More intenseprecipitationcompared to theCanal
Concepción site is indicated after ~3 cal kyr BP (Fig. 6D). These findings verify the
assumption of Lamy et al. (2010) that the late Holocene and part of the middle




Westerlieswith less intensewesterlywinds in thecore regionbutamore latitudinal
extension of the same. Rainfall records from marine sediment cores north of the








probablydue to rainfall sourcesother than theSouthernWesterliesbecomingmore
important leeside of the Andes (primarily of Atlantic origin;Wagner et al., 2007).
Additionally, plant communities at the drier leeside of the Andes respond more

















The 18O records of planktic and benthic foraminifera are characterized by
intensified centennial tomillennialscale variability after certain points in time that
canbeattributedtoincreasingENSOactivity.Intensificationisindicatedafter5.93cal
kyrBPinthe18ObenthicrecordfromtheAysénfjord,withasecondintensificationstep
after 4.1 cal kyr BP (Fig. 7A). The 18Oopima record from Canal Concepción shows
attenuated centennial to millennialscale variability, except for the time period


















the Cariaco Basin. This higher variabilitywas interpreted to be due to amore frequent ENSO
activityinfluencingrainfallinducedtitaniuminputintotheCariacoBasin(Haugetal.,2001).
The titanium record from the Cariaco Basin in northern South America is
interpreted as a proxy for rainfallinduced riverine input of titanium (Haug et al.,
2001).Therecord indicateshigher rainfallvariability from3.8 to2.35calkyrBPasa
result of increased ENSO activity (Fig. 7D). This perfectly correlates with the time
periodofincreasedvariabilityinthe18OopimarecordfromCanalConcepciónaswellas
intensification steps in the variability of the other two 18O records from the Aysén
fjordandCanalConcepción(Fig.7AC).
The Laguna Pallcacocha record of El Niño events from Ecuador is based on
sediment layersasaresultofdebrisflowactivity.Thisdebrisflowactivity is initiated
byhighprecipitation andhigherosionduring ElNiñoevents (Moyet al., 2002). The
record indicatesa firstestablishmentofENSOvarianceataround7.1 cal kyrBPand
increasingactivityafterwards(Fig.7E).Thiscorrelateswellwiththefirstintensification
incentennialtomillennialscale18ObulloidesvariabilityatCanalConcepciónafter~7.17
cal kyrBP. The18Obenthic record from theAysén fjord showsa later response to this
intensifiedENSOactivity.
In summary, all three 18O records show a pronounced influence by ENSO
activity on centennial tomillennial timescales. Since this influence of ENSO changes
can just be established through precipitation changes, because ENSO changes are
known to strongly influence the strength and position of the southeast Pacific
anticyclonewhichcontrolsthestrengthandpositionoftheSouthernWesterlies(e.g.,
Cerveny, 1998;Montecinos and Aceituno, 2003; Rutllant and Fuenzalida, 1991) and
becauseENSOinducedSSTchangesjustreachsouthupto3336°S(Strubetal.,1998),
the centennial to millennialscale 18Obulloides variability at Canal Concepción and
18ObenthicvariabilityattheAysénfjordarestronglyinfluencedbyprecipitationchanges
onshortertimescales.The18OopimarecordfromCanalConcepciónjustshowsastrong
precipitation signal between 3.8 and 2.35 cal kyr BP. The strong influence of ENSO
changes is also a hint for a stronger control by lowlatitude climatic changeson the




Since the Southern Westerlies play an important role in the global climate
system by driving the ACC and consequently influencing the global thermohaline
circulation,itiscrucialtoreconstructchangesintheSouthernWesterliesdynamicsina




Chilean coast is themost promising way to obtain reliable reconstructions to solve
openquestionsabout thedynamicsof theSouthernWesterliesduring theHolocene
oncentennialtomultimillennialtimescales,weperformedastudyonhighresolution
marinesedimentcores fromthesouthernChilean fjordsystem fromtheAysén fjord
(45°23’S) north of the northern margin of the Southern Westerlies core and Canal
Concepción (50°31’S) at the northernmargin of the core region and compared our
resultswith reconstructions fromwithin the core region of the SouthernWesterlies
(Lamyetal.,2010)andnorthofourstudyarea(3041°S;e.g.,Kaiseretal.,2008;Lamy
etal.,1999,2001,2002).
 Our results support the findings of Lamy et al. (2010) who reconstruct a
latitudinalantiphasingofSouthernWesterlieschangesonmultimillennial timescales
during theHolocene as a result of SST changes in themid and lowlatitudes of the
southernPacificOcean.AwetearlyHolocenereconstructedfromfjordsedimentcores
from within the core region is also observed at the northern margin at Canal
Concepción,butnotnorthof thenorthernmarginat theAysén fjord.Consequently,
the SouthernWesterlies dynamics in the early Holocene resemblesmodern austral
summerconditionswiththewesterlywindsconfinedandstrengthenedwithinthecore
region, but weakened north of the northernmargin of the core region. Decreasing
precipitationinthecoreregionoftheSouthernWesterliesduringthemiddleandlate
Holocene (Lamyetal.,2010),a small increase from7 to5.5calkyrBPandconstant
rainfall amounts at the northernmargin of the region at the Canal Concepción site
after5.5calkyrBPandstronglyincreasingprecipitationbetween4.5and2.5calkyrBP
andconstantlyhighrainfallamountsafter2.5calkyrBPattheAysénfjordsiteaswell
as increasing precipitation in the late Holocene north of the southern Chilean fjord
system(Kaiseretal.,2008;Lamyetal.,1999,2001,2002)supporttheideaofamore
australwinter like pattern of the SouthernWesterlies on multimillennial timescale
during the middle and late Holocene with less intense westerly winds in the core
regionbutamorelatitudinalextensionofthesame.
On centennial tomillennial timescales, the planktic foraminiferal 18O record
fromCanalConcepciónischaracterizedbyincreasedvariabilityafterabout7.17calkyr
BP. Thebenthic records show increased variability after 5.93 cal kyrBP (Aysén fjord
record)andbetween3.8and2.35calkyrBP(CanalConcepciónrecord).Acomparison
with palaeoclimatic records from equatorial South America indicate that increasing
ENSO activity during themiddle and late Holocene is the trigger for this intensified
variabilityinthe18Orecords.SinceENSOchangesareknowntostronglyinfluencethe
southeast Pacific anticyclone and since ENSOinduced changes at these southern
latitudes can just be inducedbyprecipitation changes, the centennial tomillennial
scale 18O variability during the middle and late Holocene is strongly influenced by
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permanent influence of the Southern Westerly Winds (SWW) which play a
fundamentalrole intheclimatesystematcontinental,hemisphericandglobalscales
(e.g.,Moreno, 1997). It is alsounderpresently strong sea surface temperature (SST)
andsalinitygradientsmakingthisareaverysensitivetotrackoceanographicchanges
overtime.
This thesis focused in reconstructing the paleoenvironmental history of the
ChileanFjordRegionandtheadjacentSoutheastPacificoverthelastglacialperiodand
the Holocene and its relationship to global and regional climate changes. Thiswork
wasbasedonamultiproxy approachperformedon three sediment cores extracted
between 50°S and 53°S. In order to describe regional patterns of paleoclimate





170 cm kyr1) allow for highresolution reconstruction of the paleoceanographic
changesoff southernmostChileduringmarine isotopestage (MIS)3 (60to25kyr
BP)andMIS2 (ca. 25 to11kyrBP)andofferuniqueopportunities to improveour
understandingregardingthepatternandtimingofmillennialscaleclimatechangesin
the Southern Hemisphere that have been discussed controversially. This core,
however,recordedunexpectedlowsedimentationratesduringtheHoloceneanddid
notallow foradirectcomparisonwith theSST records fromwithin the fjords.Cores
JPC42andMD073124,ontheotherhand,presentedhighsedimentationratesduring
the Holocene allowing for high resolution reconstruction of SST and main climate
changes. Furthermore, these records together with surface sediment samples
collected along the Chilean Fjord Region were used to evaluate the potential
seasonalityrecordedinthealkenonederivedSST.
At53°S,thealkenonederivedSSTrecordrevealedthatboth,themillennial
scale SST variability recorded over the last glacial and the abrupt twostepwarming
occurringduring the lastdeglacial (startingat18.7kyrBP) follows the temperature
changesrecordedbyAntarcticicecoresandODPSite1233at41°S(Lamyetal.,2004;
Kaiseretal.,2005;Lamyetal.,2007),thusconfirmingtheexistenceofan“Antarctic”
type pattern of the SST variability off southern Chile (Manuscript 1). This new SST
record narrows down the debate concerning the interhemispheric synchrony or





asynchrony observed in some terrestrial records (e.g., cooling during the Younger
Dryascoldphase;Dentonetal.,1999;Morenoetal.,2001).
InAntarctica,millennialscaletemperaturechangesoverthelastglacialhave
been consistently explained by the bipolar seesaw concept that suggests antiphase
temperature changes between the Northern and Southern hemispheres (Antarctica
warmswhileGreenland cools, and viceversa) as a response to perturbations in the
thermohalinecirculationandheattransport(e.g.,EPICACommunityMembers,2004).




During the last glacial, sea surface temperatures off the Strait of Magellan
cooledbyabout7°CcomparedwiththeearlyHoloceneSSTvalues,suggestingthatthe
coldwatersoftheSubantarcticFront(SAF),atpresentlocatedonly5°Ssouthofcore
MD073128 (where temperatures drops considerably by 6 °C; Fig.1, Manuscript 1)
reached the core site as the result of its northward migration. These results are
stronglyconsistentwiththeglacialpatternfoundat41°S(ODPSite1233;(Kaiseretal.,
2005)wherea6°CglacialSSTcoolinghasbeenexplainedbya5–6°northwardshiftof
the ACC and the SWW associated with an increase in the seaice extent around
Antarcticaduringcolderintervals(Lamyetal.,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005).
AdditionalsupportfortheglacialnorthwardmigrationoftheAntarcticfrontal
systemwas provided by the paleoproductivity changes documented by coreMD07
3128.ThisistheonlyrecordpresentlyavailableoffsouthernSouthAmerica(southof
50°S)thatexaminesthemarineproductivitychangesoverthelast60kyrBP,allowing
illustrating a general picture of the primary productivity dynamics over time. Core
MD073128revealedanincreaseinthebiogenicopalaproxyforsiliceouscommunity
(primarilydiatoms)duringthelastglacialandadecreasefromthedeglacialtowardthe
Holocene. Superimposed on this general trend, large fluctuations onmillennialtime
scaleswerealsoobserved.An increaseofthesiliceousplanktoncommunityoverthe
calcareous characterized the colder intervals, while during the warmer ones this
patternwas reversed.Anorthward shiftof theAntarcticOcean fronts and theopal
ooze belt (an area ofmassive opal export located currently just5°S south of core
MD073128) can explain the increase of the siliceous community during millennial
scale colder intervals. The decreasing siliceous productivity from the deglaciation






Northward/southward shift of the Antarctic Ocean fronts related to an
equatorward/poleward extension of the SWW is a simplest way to explain the
paleoproductivitydynamicsrecordedduringthelastglacial/deglaciationofftheStrait
of Magellan. This agrees with previously published highresolution multiproxy data
frommidlatitudes(Lamyetal.,1999;MohtadiandHebbeln,2004;Kaiseretal.,2005),
as well as with modelling studies (e.g., Toggweiler et al., 2006). Moreover,
glacial/interglacial paleoproductivity changes related to these migrations of the
AntarcticOcean frontshavealsobeen suggested frombiogenicopal accumulated in
sedimentsoftheAtlanticsectoroftheSouthernOcean(Charlesetal.,1991;Kumaret
al., 1995; Anderson et al., 1998) in agreement with our paleoproductivity pattern
foundat53°S.
Duringthelastglacial,theicefieldsinPatagoniaexpandedtoformthelarger
Patagonian Ice Sheet (PIS) covering the southern Andes between 40°S and 55°S
(e.g.,Hultonetal.,2002;GlasserandJansson,2008).FortheAtlanticsideoftheAndes,
anupdatedviewofglacialanddeglacialchangesintheextensionofthesouthernPIS
has been recently presented by Sugden et al. (2009) based on extensive dating of
terrestrial records. This reconstruction suggests fivemajor advancesof the southern










Pacific side of the southern PIS reacted in phase. Although this correspondence
suggeststhattheIRDrecordofftheStraitofMagellanprimarilydocumentsicesheet
advances,changesintheSWWwereprobablylikewiseimportant.StrongSWWwould
reduce the offshore movement of icebergs from southern PIS to the core site.
However, it is likely that during glacier advances (primary cold phases during the
glacial)theSWWintensitieswouldhavebeenslightlyreducedoffsouthernmostChile
as thecoreof theSWWmovednorthward.Thus, theoffshoreadvectionof icebergs
wouldhavebeenfacilitatedduringintervalsofsouthernPISadvances.
The southern PIS reached its maximum extension during the LGM, as
suggestedbytheterrestrialrecordofSugdenetal.(2009)aswellasthemaximapulses
of IRD. During this time interval, the increase in the relative abundance of C37:4





water induced a locally enhanced SST cooling (from25 to 19 kyr BP) close to the
southernPacificPISmarginconsistentwiththefactthatnosimilar longtermcooling
was observed at ODP site 1233 or any other high resolution SST records from the
Chilean margin. Interestingly, the C37:4 alkenones relative abundance remains
comparatively high during the deglaciation suggesting that relatively fresh surface
water conditionspersisted,perhapsdue toa continuous supplyofmeltwaterduring
icesheetretreat(Sugdenetal.,2009).
Afterthelowertemperaturesrecordedduringthelastglacialandtheabrupt
twostep warming occurring during the last deglaciation, the SST record at 53°S
shows maximumwarmconditions in theearlyHolocene.Withinthe fjord,however,




the Holocene, except for the past ~0.6 kyr BP and for a centennialscale cooling
episode centered at ca. 5 kyr BP (Manuscript 2). The absence of an early Holocene
Climate Optimum within the fjords has been related to a combination of factors
including decreased inflowof the openmarinewaters due to lower sealevel stand,
enhancedadvectionof colder and fresher inner fjordwater and stronger SWW.The
fact that alkenones in the inner fjord core JPC42 (located near to the southern
Patagonianicefield)wereonlypresentafter~8kyrBPpointstosubstantiallyreduced
surfacewatersalinitiesduringtheearlyHolocene,stronglyconsistentwithincreasing
precipitation and runoff in the coreof the SWWoccurring at this time (Lamyet al.,
2010).Awetter climatewasalsoobserved in the innerAysén fjord locatedat~45°S





In the latest Holocene, on the other hand, the Chilean Fjord Region SST
recordsshowapronouncedcoolingof>2°Cstartingataround1.1kyrBPincoreJPC
42 and ~0.9 kyr BP in core MD073124 and lasting until ~0.6 kyr BP in both cores
(Manuscript 2). This cooling coincides with the transition from the globally known
MedievalWarm Period (MWP) to the Little Ice Age (LIA). A similar 2 °C cooling has
beenobserved in the lateHolocenealkenonebasedSSTrecord fromtheJacafFjord,
locatedinnorthernPatagoniaat~44°S(Sepúlvedaetal.,2009)aswellasatthePacific





suggests an amplification of the SST signal in the interior of the Chilean fjords.
Furthermore, the available SST records from the Chilean fjords and the adjacent





during the Holocene (Manuscript 4). These records show that glaciers from the
southernPatagonianicefieldadvancedevenwhentheregionalclimatewasrelatively
warmer.ThemainglacieradvanceslabeledA6A1occurredonlypartlyduringregional





Finally, surface sediment data from the complete latitudinal range of the
ChileanfjordsshowthatalkenoneSSTsdonotrepresentannualmeantemperatures.
Instead,theyresembleaustralspringtemperaturesinthenorthernfjordsandaustral
summer temperatures further south, suggesting a delayed productivity season of
alkenoneproducing nanoplankton towards the south related to both light and
temperature (Manuscript 2).  These results are consistent with new SST data
suggestingastrongoffsetofthealkenonederivedSSTtowardthesummerseason in
thehighnorthernlatitudes(Prahletal.,2010).
In conclusion, the three sediment cores analyzed in this study corroborate the
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